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John A. Pugsley

REGULATION

EVERY major industry in the world,
including food, commodities, hous
ing, transportation, medicine, en
ergy, and money, is regulated at al
most every level of government. Just
listing the regulations pertaining to
any single industry would take vol
umes.

In the field of finance, the govern
ment regulates (among other things)
the amount of interest each type of
financial company can pay on loans,
the amount that can be charged for
loans, the way interest must be dis
closed to borrowers, where finance
companies can open offices, what
their advertisements can and can
not say, what types of securities can
be issued, what must be and what
cannot be said about securities, who
can sell them, and how the sellers
can be compensated for their sales.

In the field of medicine, the gov
ernment regulates (among other
things) who can practice medicine,
what schools can teach medicine,
what courses are to be taught, what
types of medicine are acceptable,
where doctors can practice, what
prescriptions are allowed, what
drugs can be sold, under what con
ditions drugs can be sold, who can
sell them, what education is re
quired for those who sell them, in
many cases what can be charged for
them, who can manufacture them,
and what can be said about them in
advertisements.

In the field of transportation, gov
ernment determines (among other
things) who can operate airlines,
buses, taxicabs, and railroads, what
equipment is acceptable, how often
equipment must be serviced, the
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timetable of service, where passen
gers can be taken, who can operate
the equipment, how much can be
charged, what attendants must tell
passengers, how passengers must
behave while being transported, and
how much can be carried aboard the
transporting vehicle.

In the transporting of goods, gov
ernment regulates (among other
things) the amount that can be
shipped· by different types of carri
ers, what routes carriers can take,
how much each carrier can carry,
what hours drivers and pilots can
operate, what carriers can charge,
who can operate transport equip
ment, how old operators must be,
and what training and experience
they must have.

Of course, food is perhaps the big
gest industry of all, and certainly
the most highly regulated. Take the
case of a simple hamburger. A study
by Colorado State University iden
tified over 41,000 state and federal
regulations that apply to this com
mon sandwich. These regulations
apply to everything from the graz
ing of beef cattle to the assembly of
the burger at your local fast food
outlet.

This is a small sample. Mountains
of regulations suffocate every field
of human endeavor, from medicine
to manufacturing, from construc
tion to energy. The government is
out to protect us-from ourselves.
How did politicians and bureaucrats

become so concerned about our well
being?

The Source of Regulation

On the surface, the government's
regulation of business appears to be
a genuine attempt at consumer pro
tection. The regulations are justi
fied on the grounds that they protect
us from greed, ensure open compe
tition in the marketplace, and pro
tect our domestic economy. While
there is a growing feeling that many
government regulations are stifling
business because of the inefficiency
of the bureaucracy, still, almost ev
eryone is for them in principle. But
that is a part of every good sting.
The victim must be totally con
vinced that he is benefiting even as
he is being robbed.

The only reason individuals take
action is because they believe they
will get something they want by
taking that action. People, in gen
eral, are not altruists. Yet it would
seem that there must be some self
sacrificing individuals who are will
ing to devote their lives to designing
regulations to protect us from greedy
businessmen who would sell us
shoddy or dangerous products. After
all, how could a politician benefit
from supporting business regula
tion? It must be that he has a genu
ine concern for the safety and well
being of the public. Otherwise, why
would he work so hard to pass so
many laws regulating business?
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It's simple. Politicians who sup
port business regulation are not
doing so because of deep-seated con
cern for public safety-they are
merely meeting the demands of lob
byists who are hired and paid by
businessmen. With only a few excep
tions, the entire body of government
regulations applying to business in
the world today was designed and
created by the very businessmen who
are being regulated. These are self
imposed restrictions. However, do
not think for a moment that these
businessmen are altruists. These
regulations are not aimed at them;
they are aimed at you. Business reg
ulation is the cleverest of all meth
ods ever devised for taking money
from you without your knowledge.

Sound far-fetched? Of course it
does. We have been programmed our
entire lives to believe that the gov
ernment acts in the interest of the
individual. We believe it is one giant
consumer protection agency. In fact,
it is nothing of the kind. It is one
giant agency programmed to protect
the business interests of established
firms at the expense of the individ
ual consumer.

Confidence Games Designed to
Curb Competition

In real life, there are three ways
that a businessman can limit his
competition and thus gain your
business by default: first, he can get
the government to prevent the com-

petitor from offering products at all;
second, he can get the government
to force the competitor to raise his
price; and third, he can get the gov
ernment to force his competitors'
costs up, thus indirectly forcing up
the price.

All three of these methods are
widespread confidence games that
have been around for centuries. By
getting government to limit the in
troduction of competitive products
into the marketplace, any business
man can set his own prices for the
same products much higher and you
will buy from him without suspect
ing that he has forced you to do so.

If you still question this analysis,
examine the evidence. Take some
time and research the records re
garding which individuals lobbied
for regulations, designed the regu
lations, and reported violations of
the regulations. Time after time,
you'll find that it was not wounded
consumers who were responsible, but
businesses already active in the
market. Established airlines lob
bied for creation of a Civil Aeronau
tics Board, volunteered to draft reg
ulations governing airlines, and then
screamed when deregulation was
mentioned. Established banks lob
bied for establishment of the Fed
eral Reserve. Established trucking
firms demanded regulation of inter
state trucking; established shipping
firms demanded regulation of ocean
freight; established railroads de-
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manded regulation of the rails. Es
tablished firms do not like competi
tion. It threatens to take away their
customers, and lower their profits.
Free enterprise is a fine concept
when a businessman wants to com
plain about government interfer
ence. in his own affairs, but when
competition threatens his markets,
he is quick to point the political guns
at his adversary.

When the entrenched firms suc
ceed in getting the government to
regulate their industry, you, the
consumer, are the loser. You are not
protected by these regulations; you
are denied the chance to buy the
product of someone who might have
been willing to offer you a lower
price or a different quality. You are
deprived of your chance to set your
own values on goods.

Conclusion: Intervention Lowers
the Standard of Living

Price controls, wage controls, anti
trust laws, professional licensing
laws, minimum wage laws, immi
gration laws, tariffs, and all other
forms of personal and business reg
ulation result from the attempt by
one individual to limit 'your ability
to spend your money with whomever
you choose, or to sell your property
at whatever price you choose.

These laws are justified on the
grounds that people are somehow
injured because the individual who
owns goods or services is asking too

high a price for them. If you catch a
fish, how is someone else injured if
you set a price he thinks is too high?
Why is someone else's opinion better
than yours as to what price you
should sell it for? Whose fish is it,
anyway? Does it belong to you, who
caught it, or another individual who
wants it, or to all the other individ
uals who make up society?

When the majority of individuals
in a society try to enforce their claim
on the production of others through
the legal process, they are guaran
teeing that their society will have a
lower standard of living than if they
honor each person's right to enjoy
and set his own value on the fruits
of his labor. The standard of living
of any nation is directly proportion
ate to the personal freedom enjoyed
in that nation. The people of China
and India are not poor because they
are stupid; they are not poor be
cause they lack natural resources;
they are not poor because they lack
modern industrial tools. They are
poor because they have lived for dec
ades under social systems in which
the established, entrenched classes
are able to use law and custom to
control the production, price, and
sale of all goods and services
produced. By removing the ability
of individuals to benefit from inge
nuity and hard work, they have de
stroyed the incentive of individuals
to produce and save. Without sav-

. ings, there is no capital for the cre-
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ation and improvement of the tools
of production, and without tools
there is only poverty.

Legalized plunder destroys the
standard of living of any nation be
cause it attempts to violate all of the
economic laws that are an immuta
ble part of human nature. Legalized
plunder has strangled China, India,
and most of the rest of the socialist
or communist world. It is the reason
for their abysmally low productiv
ity, and the subsistence-level exis
tence of their cItizens.

By the same token, the people of
the United States are not rich be
cause of any special intelligence,
natural resources, or work habits.
We are rich because for the first 150
years after the founding of the na
tion individuals were allowed nearly
total freedom to produce and control

the products of their labor. This
freedom encouraged individuals to
develop habits of hard work and
thrift, and to apply their intelli
gence to the natural resources in
order to create the wealth of this na
tion. As one person after another
discovered that government is a
willing agent that will plunder oth
ers on request, plunder has grown
and the rewards of production have
fallen. Thus, the freedom that cre
ated the nation withers, and so does
your standard of living. ,

This essay is a condensation of a
chapter, reprinted by permission,
from Mr. Pugsley's latest book, The
Alpha Strategy. The book is avail
able from The Common Sense
Press, Inc., Costa Mesa, California
92627, $13.95.

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

Regulation of American Business

UNLESS the pronounced trend toward more and more regulation ofmore
and more matters involved in the daily conduct ofbusiness can be halted,
it is questionable whether American business can retain the necessary
freedom ofdecision and action to meet the challenges which lie directly
ahead. Ifwe sit by and permit theincreasing encirclement ofbusiness by
bureaucratic regulation, we cannot in all common sense continue to ex
pect the fruits ofa vitally-needed expanding economy.

As a nation we are at this moment faced with tremendous responsibil
ities,both to our own people and to the entire free world beyond. They
can never be met without the creative contributions of a dYnamiceco
nomic sector, yet we stand in danger of witnessing American business
being little by little painted into a corner so small that it leaves hardly
enough room in which to turn around.

JOHN E. SWEARINGEN, from an address, February 28, 1962



Clarence B. Carson

Organizing
Government
Employees

UNIONIZATION of government em
ployees is the ultimate in unioniza
tion. It is the embodiment of the
ideal toward which unionism is bent.
That ideal, or aim, has been ob
scured by the quasi-religious ideol
ogy within which unions operate.
The bent of unionism is to monopo
lize the available labor supply in an
industry and to eliminate all com
peting laborers. By so doing, it can
raise the price of labor-in wages,
working conditions, and fringe ben
efits. But labor unions are ever being
thwarted, or at least restrained, in
private industry.

They are restrained by the fact
that most private businesses do not
have a monopoly. There are compet-

Dr. Carson has written and taught extensively, spe
cializing In American Intellectual history. He Is a fre
quent contributor to The Freeman.
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itors, both domestic and foreign, in
the making and sale of most
products. Even if every current pro
ducer in an industry is organized
within the United States, there
would still be the problem of foreign
competition. Moreover, if union de
mands go beyond a certain point
there is nothing to keep others from
going into business with non-union
workers. True, a new business might
itself be organized, but that could be
a never-ending process. There is the
problem, too, of the elasticity of de
mand for most goods, which means
that if the good in one industry is
priced very high because of labor
costs customers will shift to other
goods. For example, if coal gets too
expensive, people may shift to gas,
kerosene,- electricity, or wood for
heating. Much of this actually hap-
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pened after World War II when the
United Mine Workers drove the price
of coal so high.

A Prime Target

Public utilities represent nearly
as good a target for unionization as
does government. They usually have
a monopoly for providing their par
ticular services in an area. But there
are still economic and political re
straints on what they can pay. The
demand for most goods and services
provided by public utilities is not in
elastic. Substitutions can be and are
made. For example, when the price
ofelectricity rose precipitately a few
years ago, many people shifted to
gas and other fuels for heating. Most
people do consider some residual
amount of electricity a necessity, so
that at some point far below current
use the demand for electricity may
be very nearly inelastic. There is yet
another economic restraint. Public
utilities are generally privately
owned and operated in the hope of
profit. That places some restraint on
what unions can effectively de
mand. On top of this, government
controls prices that can be charged,
placing limits, at any particular
time, on what can be paid to labor.
Thus, public utilities approach the
ideal for unionization but fall short
of it.

By contrast, there is very little
economic restraint upon govern
ment which would hinder unions in

attaining their goals. As one book
puts it:

Governm.ent is a growth industry that
receives little competition from other
industries; in fact, it is usually the sole
dispenser of the goods and ~ervices it
offers the public. Therefore, govern
ment is not faced with the market com
petition that characterizes the private
sector of the economy. Consumers have
no choice in the purchase of most gov
ernment products. Usually they are re
quired by law to pay for government
services through taxes, regardless of
whether they use the services. Price in
creases are passed along in the form of
higher taxes, without fear of losing cus
tomers. 1

Even when government offers ser
vices similar to those which are of
fered privately it rarely, ifever, com
petes on equal terms. The monopoly
power is waiting in the wings, and
the tax base is there to backstop its
efforts. A good example is govern
ment activity in providing educa
tional services. While use of the
public schools is voluntary, .school
attendance is compulsory for chil
dren. But a private school has to
compete on highly disadvantageous
terms. Schools run by governments
do not charge tuition but are fi
nanced with tax monies. Parents
who do not send children to public
school still have to pay the taxes,
plus whatever it may cost to send
them to private schools. Private col
leges are usually at a great disad
vantage in what they must charge
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compared with state subsidized col
leges. The tendency of government
is to extend its monopoly character
to whatever enterprise it enters.

Monopoly Leverage

The union thrust to organization
of government employees is a move
to get leverage over a tax-based mo
nopoly. It is a move to control the
labor supply to government and thus
to achieve union ends restrained only
by political power and the limits of
productivity within a nation. The
political activities of unions sug
gest, also, that they work to remove
what restraint to their goals there
is in political power.

It may well be that labor unions
in moving to organize government
employees are sawing off the limb
on which they sit. There should be
no doubt they have moved into dan
gerous territory when they set the
stage for power contests with gov
ernment, a point which will be elab
orated later. They have already re
moved much of their ideological
cover by organizing government em
ployees.

Union ideology was abstracted
largely from nineteenth century· so
cialist theory. It borrowed from so
cialist theory not only the notion
that laborers could not get their just
reward in the market but also the
class struggle thesis. This thesis is
essential to the classic position of
labor unions. That is, unions claim

to be acting for «labor," or, in other
words, the working class. On this
thesis, labor is engaged in a strug
gle with capita1.2 Virtually, all the
general public sympathy for unions
as well as their intellectual justifi
cation depends on the acceptance of
this thesis. Remove it, and labor
unions are exposed for what they
are: organizations of some workers
to exclude other workers, organiza
tions seeking to benefit at the ex
pense of others, and organized to use
coercion to achieve their ends.

A Roundabout Way to
the Class Struggle Concept

It is exceedingly difficult, if not
impossible, to read the class strug
gle thesis into the organization of
government employees. After all,
government is not ((capital." It is not
a profit making organization, and it
can hardly benefit financially by
taking from the workers their
(share" of the proceeds. To my
knowledge, there is no economic
theory, or even pseudo-economic
theory, such as that of Karl Marx,
which attempts to demonstrate that
government profits by «(exploiting"
labor. As for such .notions as the
alienation of the worker from the
product of his labor by government,
there is hardly any way of conceiv
ing what could be meant. Is the
postman being ((alienated" from the
product of his labor when he deliv
ers the mail? That will not compute,
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as a space program robot used to
say.

or course, the class struggle the
sis has long since been muted in the
labor union vernacular. Most labor
union leaders do not avow an ex
plicit socialism, and, while they can
not slough off the class conflict en
tirely, they can and do smother it in
euphemisms, such as collective bar
gaining, democracy, private sector,
and public sector. They have kept
the term ((labor," but the adversary
has become ((management."

This last development was partic
ularly important to unions in their
move to organize government em
ployees. Government is not ((capi
tal," or even analogous to capital,
but it does have something analo
gous to management in private in
dustr~ That is, governments do have
heads of departments, bureaus,
agencies, and so on. These do direct
the employment of personnel in a
fashion similar to which managers
in business do. While there are dif
ferences between the president of a
company, say, and a superintendent
of education, they are analogous at
least in that they are in some fash
ion in charge of personnel. They are
alike, too, in that they may become
the focus of grievances which may
arise from the people over whom
they exercise control.

In any case, a major thrust to the
unionization of government employ
ees got under way in the 1960s.

There had been considerable orga
nization already, but ((During the
1960s the number of public employ
ees who belonged to unions and as
sociations more than doubled, in
creasing from a little over 1 million
in 1960 to 2.2 million in 1968."3 The
most dramatic increase occurred in
the organization of teachers. Prior
to 1960 very few teachers had be
longed to unions. While many teach
ers belonged to professional associ
ations these were not union-like at
that time. As trade unions began to
gain inroads in the teaching fields,
the character of the older teacher
associations began to change. All
this is reflected in the great increase
in teachers covered by collective
bargaining agreements in the 1960s.
ttWhile virtually no teachers were
covered by collective bargaining
agreements as of the 1961-1962
school year, a survey by the Na
tional Education Association ...
during the 1966-67 school year found
1,531 separate collective bargaining
agreements covering 609,034 teach
ers. By the 1970-1971 school year
these figures had increased to 3,522
collective bargaining agreements
covering 1,337,146 teachers...."4

The thrust to unionization of gov
ernment employees continued apace
into the 1970s.

Increased unionization of public
employees was accompanied by the
use ofunion tactics, particularly the
strike, against government. For ex-
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ample, one writer describes city em
ployee strikes in 1966 this way:

It was prophetic that the strike of
35,000 transit workers which paralyzed
New York City twelve days began on
New Year's Day, 1966. It marked the be
ginning of a year in which many strikes
by public employees occurred across the
nation. There were strikes by policemen
in- Detroit, firefighters in Atlanta, and
teachers in New Orleans, Philadelphia,
and Newark. Elsewhere, other city em
ployees who worked on golf courses, in
tax and public works departments, in
sewer disposal plants, on ferry boats,
and in public zoos went on strike. 5

Government Empowers Unions

Three developments in govern
ment preceded and accompanied the
unionization of government employ
ees and set the stage for it.

Chronologically, the first major
development was the government
empowerment of labor unions. The
United States government empow
ered unions to organize and use var
ious tactics on private employers in
the 1930s. The central piece of leg
islation by which this was accom
plished was the Wagner or National
Labor Relations Act passed in 1935.
Thereafter, it became incumbent on
employers in the private realm to
recognize and treat with unions who
had the support of a majority of their
workers. Collective bargaining was
made mandatory to the extent that
it was an unfair labor practice not
to bargain in ~~good faith" with such

a union. In short, the federal gov
ernment imposed labor unions on
many employers.

In and of itself this development
gave no necessary opening for the
unionization of government employ
ees. Of course, unionists might have
argued that what was sauce for the
goose was also sauce for the gander,
but the government gander was
having none of this at the time. The
distinction between government and
private business had been well es
tablished. Moreover, as already
pointed out, union ideology provided
only a justification (or argument)
for contesting with private capital.

The second development did pro
vide an opening, however, within the
framework of government empower
ment of and encouragement to
unionization. What happened re
suIted in the blurring of the distinc
tion between private and public.
(Indeed, the government empower
ment of unions was a step in that
direction.) It was a single develop
ment with at least two dimensions.
One dimension was a rapid and sus
tained increase of government em
ployees. The other was government
provision of many services that had
hitherto been provided privately or
involved large governments much
less directly.

Government employment has ex
panded greatly in the past half cen
tury. As one writer put it, ~~Govern

ment employment has been rising
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in absolute terms and as a percent
age of the total civilian labor force.
Between 1940 and 1967 the number
of government employees has more
than tripled...." In 1940, govern
ment employees constituted 6.5 per
cent of the total employed. By 1968,
the figure had risen to 15.6 per cent.6

Equally as or more important,
governments were performing more
and more services, many of which
were similar in kind and character
to those provided by private busi
ness. Probably subway, street rail
way, and city bus systems afford the
most striking example of this devel
opment. Since World War II more
and more of the public transporta
tion systems have been taken over
by city governments. In many in
stances, workers on these systems
were already unionized. The unions
would have to be suppressed or rec
ognized.

At the Federal level, the Tennes
see Valley Authority shows the
character of the problem. The TVA
was almost from its inception en
gaged in producing and distributing
electricity. In the course of time, it
was using the various means of gen
eration, and, in so doing, its employ
ees were performing functions in
distinguishable from those in the
private power industry.

State governments, too, engage in
undertakings which are similar to
those of private industry. A goodly
number of states own and operate

liquor stores. All states have a hand
in the operation of school systems.
The following are examples of other
sorts of state activities:

The state of New York has long main
tained a system of barge canals 525
miles in length, which it operates at
public expense.... Harbor facilities at
ocean ports-wharves, docks, ware
houses and the like-are usually owned
by state governments. At New Orleans
a State Board of Port Commissioners
... operates grain elevators, coffee ter
minals, banana conveyors, cranes, der
ricks, a belt-line railway, a canal, and a
free trade zone. . . . Multipurpose proj
ects including the generation and sale
of hydroelectric power have been con
structed by state governments in Ne
braska, Oklahoma, Texas, and South
Carolina. The people of Nebraska are
served exclusively by public-owned
electrical utilities."7

As one writer puts it, ttMore ex
tensive examination of the various
types of government activity would
multiply the examples of the man
ner in which the functions which
public employees perform parallel,
supplement or compete with the ac
tivities of private undertakings."8

A History of Resistance
to Unionization

Even so, governments resisted
unionization for many years; in
deed, some of them still resist it in
certain of its aspects. President Roo
sevelt, who presided over the pro
motion of unionization of employees
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in private industry, opposed its ex
pansion into government. So did
most states well into the 1960s.
Aside from the fact that government
is not capital, there is a well defined
rationale for not permitting govern
ment employees to unionize or, at
least, to use many of the union tac
tics. It has been stated this way:

When an American accepts employ
ment on a public payroll he knowingly
or unknowingly accepts certain special
conditions which have been judged ne
cesary by a combination of legislative,
executive, and judicial decisions. Al
though the nature of his task, the con
tent of his workday, and the extent of
his responsibility may vary little or not
at all from that of an employee in the
private sector, the mere fact that his
employment ispublic alters his working
conditions. He is afforded certain spe
cial benefits or protections-civil ser
vice, tenure, assurance against arbi
trary dismissal, nondiscriminatory
selection in hiring, promoting and re
ceiving training-and he must accept
certain obligations and restrictions
rigid pay schedules, fixed qualification
standards, employment investigations,
security and classification limitations,
and, in some cases, prohibitions against
political activity and restrictions on his
freedom to deny his service.9

The above was not written as an
argument against the unionization
ofgovernment employees, but it does
state clearly the special status of
those who work for government. It
provided a basis, too, for opposition
to unionization.

Major Change of Policy
The third major development was

a major shift in government policy
toward unionization. From opposi
tion to it, the federal government
moved toward active approval. In
1962, President John R Kennedy is
sued an executive order which de
clared that it was the right of Fed
eral employees to join unions. 10 In
1968, the United States Court ofAp
peals for the Seventh Circuit held
that it was the right of individuals
under the First Amendment to form
and join unions. 11 This and subse
quent court rulings have generally
taken .from state and local govern
ments the authority to prevent the
unionization of employees.

Some union tactics are still pro
scribed by governments. For exam
ple, the Postal Reorganization Act of
1970 ttprohibits strikes, outlaws any
form of union security other than
the voluntary checkoff ofunion dues,
and requires fact-finding and, ifnec
essary, binding arbitration of collec
tive bargaining impasses."12 Most
states prohibit their employees to
strike, but a few permit it for cer
tain categories of workers. 13

This is the background, then, to
the thrust to organization by gov
ernment employees. Although there
are other questions that could be
asked, some of them important, I
would like to restrict my discussion
largely to attempting to answer two
questions. First, who are govern-
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ment employees organized against?
Second, what does the unionization
of government employees portend?

Organized Against the People
On the surface, government em

ployees who organize into unions are
organized against the management
within government. Or, to state it
more bluntly, it could be held that
such unions are organized against
governments. One difficulty with
this conception is that governments
in the United States do not have an
independent existence. They are
agents or representatives of the peo
ple. Thus to be organized against
government is to be organized
against the people. So far as it goes,
this way·of conceiving the matter is
valid.

But it. is more complex than that.
When unions succeed in getting an
agreement they actually align the
government with themselves, and
both .are in some measure pitted
against others in the .population.
When the government is resisting
union demands, it is performing its
role of representing the whole pop
ulace. It is when the agreement has
been reached that government is
thereafter aligned with the union
against the rest of the populace.

The e~planation of these state
ments depends mainly on grasping
that in certain .essential features
unions ofgovernment employees are
like unions of private employees.

Most opponents of the unionization
of government employees have fo
cused upon differences between gov
ernment and busin~ssas employers.
There are differences, some of which
have been noted and a most crucial
one which will be taken up below,
but most of the differences are of de
gree rather than of kind.

Unions are unions whether they
are composed of government or pri
vate employees. Moreover, the im
pact of union tactics reaches out to
affect the population generally in
both cases. If unions receive higher
wages from private employers, they
are generally paid by consumers.
(However, unless private businesses
have a monopoly, or all are orga
nized, there may be some ameliora
tion for the consumer.) If unions
receive higher .wages from gov
ernment, the difference is paid by
taxpayers or consumers, or both.

The central point I wish to make,
however, is this. Unions of private
employees are not simply or most
basically organized against employ
ers. They are organized to exclude
from employment those who would
work for lower wages or other bene
fits. They are most basically orga
nized against other would-be work
ers. Beyond that, they are organized
against competing providers of ser
vices or·goods, and consumers gen
erally. When an employer enters into
an agreement with a union, he tac
itly, and, on some matters, explicitly,
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agrees to act with the union against
all the others. This is true whether
the employer is private or govern
mental.

A Contest for Power

Most of the fears about the union
ization of government employees
have focused on what happens when
government resists union demands.
Indeed, it is a fearful prospect. What
would happen when union coercive
tactics are pitted against govern
ment power? It could easily become
civil war on some scale. Or, govern
ment might be unable to perform its
most essential functions, such as
providing police and maintaining
order. Governments also generally
perform numerous· other services,
such as garbage collection, whose
interruption would cause great in
convenience and dangers. There is
the specter, too, of the dangers in
herent in any organized challenge
to governmental authority.

When governments moved to rec
ognize unions of their employees,
they also generally acted to allay
these fears. They have placed re
strictions on the activities of unions.
The most general restriction has
been the prohibition against strikes
of public employees. The ineffective
ness of such prohibitions is now no
torious. As one writer put it, it does
no good ((merely to outlaw strikes of
government employees by legisla
tion or to impose harsh penalties

which management may find diffi
cult to invoke...."14

This should not have come as any
great surprise. Unions have long re
lied upon the strike as their major
means of getting what they want.
As Jack Barbash said some years
ago: uThe strike is the union's major
sanction in bargaining with employ
ers. Approximate bargaining equal
ity can be achieved only if the union
is in a position to exercise an effec
tive choice between working or not
working, and the strike is thecollec
tive act of refusing to work."15

Jimmy Hoffa stated the case for
the necessity of the strike in less el
egant terms in discussions with an
other union leader: U (You know how
it is in the trade union movement,
Sid,' he said, ~unless you can show
the boss you have the strength
to knock his brains in he won't
yield.' "16 The union man to whom
these words were addressed said
himself that ~~in the final analysis
the issue was settled by power
whether the union had the muscle
to close down the operation and keep
it closed, or whether the company
could take a long strike without
pain."17 While these latter remarks
were made vis a vis strikes versus
private employers, the evidence thus
far suggests that unionists are in
tent on applying the practices to
government as employer as well.

Rather than outlawing strikes,
one student of the subject suggests
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that ~~such unfavorable .working con
ditions as might provoke strike ac
tion must be avoided and· adequate
machinery must be created to pre
vent and remove employment prob
lems at their source."18 The most
basic objection to this approach lies
in what might well be involved ulti
mately if government set out to ccre
move employment problems at their
source." The ultimate source of em
ployment problems is that work is
onerous, inconvenient, and time
consuming. There is the problem,
,too, that compensation is never ad
equate to meet one's ·wants. It is
quite doubtful, then, that any gov
ernment would attempt to remove
the employment problems at their
source or that employees would press
quite that far. (They do press in that
direction by pushing for shorter
hours and earlier retirement.) Even
so, there are objections to be raised
to the proposals. It seems to me that
the author is suggesting that the
government anticipate the demands
and satisfy them· in advance of any
action. If it did so, it would, in the
ory, remove the occasion for the
union, a move hardly calculated to
please union leaders. More impor
tant, however, such solicitude for
employees would make government
servile to its employees.

More important still, it would
make the populace in general ser
vile to the requirements of govern
ment employees. This brings us to

the second point, namely, that once
government enters into an agree
ment with a union, it is aligned with
the union against the rest of the
populace. It is aligned with the union
by agreement to pay certain wages
which will be collected either
through taxation or monopoly
charges. It is aligned with the union
by conferring benefits which are a
charge to the public purse. It is
aligned with the union in denying
access to jobs except under condi
tions which the union has approved.
In short, during the term of the
agreement, the union and the gov
ernment have entered into a pact
with one another at the expense of
the general public.

A Possibility of Union Control
of Government

What lies at the end of this trail
is union control of government to its
own ends. This is not a prediction of
what will one day happen. Rather, it
is a live possibility which can be
surmised from what we do know.
There are contingencies which might
deflect unionism from this course,
but they are contingencies only.
Union goals and union tactics bend
unionism strongly toward control of
government policy.

Despite the claims of many union
ists over the years that they believe
in ~~pure and simple unionism," i.e.,
unionism with exclusively economic
goals within the system that exists,
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Dilution of Sovereignty
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THE full, supreme, and undiluted power to govern denoted by the term
sovereignty is at least as vital to the existence of secure and ordered
society today as it has ever been. There is no incompatibility between
governmental sovereignty and pluralism; on the contrary, pluralism prop
erly understood as meaning a proliferation of active voluntary associa
tions could no more survive· dilution of governmental sovereignty than
the personal freedom and security of single persons could. Not pluralism,
then, but feudalism and anarchy are incompatible with governmental
sovereignty. No sovereign government can survive the introduction of
private associations endowed with similar powers of· compulsion and
coercion. Still less can Sovereign government survive the internal dissi
pation of its power to govern which occurs when a competing private
association, armed with coercive power, draws to itself from the duly
authorized government the loyalties of the very persons through whom
that government must perforce perform its socially delegated functions.

SYLVESTER PETRO, Sovereignty and
Compulsory Public-Sector Bargaining

union leaders have a long history of
involvement in political affairs. They
have lobbied, taken public positions
on issues, sought to secure legisla
tion and to influence elections. Nor
have they restricted themselves to
what are thought of as primary
union concerns: they have ranged
over the· field from foreign policy to
social legislation.

We have become accustomed to
that much union involvement in
politics. But what portends with the
organization of government employ
ees belongs in a different dimension.
Union tactics provide the means of

bringing government to its knees
when the crucial employees have
been organized. If the police and
military·forces were organized, they
would be in position to extract from
those who governed what they
their leaders or a substantial num
ber of their members-wanted. The
threat alone of a strike, the estab
lishment of picket lines, the refusal
either to obey their superiors or to
allow replacements to be hired,
would ordinarily be sufficient to get
much of what they wanted. It is to
be remembered that when unions
contend it is a contest of strength
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with their adversaries. The strength
of the government would be largely
taken away in advance when the po
lice struck.

A Transfer of Loyalties

Unionism as an ideology and a
movement aims to wrest the loyalty
of the employees away from the em
ployers and vest it in the collective.
It tends also to invoke obedience to
the union leaders. This is so whether
the union is composed of employees
in private industry or in govern
ment. So far 8IS the unions succeed
in this effort they are apt to be dis
ruptive in private industry but sub
versive of government. After all,
government is entrusted with great
power, power which it can only wield
responsively and limitedly because
of the loyalty of the employe-es.

The reality in the United States
has usually been limited loyalty of
most union members to the union
and divided loyalties. It is this, fi
nally, that restrains union leaders.
The limited loyalty to unions that
has existed has been, in part at least,
due to conditions that prevailed be
fore governments aligned them
selves with unions. Government
limited the compulsive power of
unions; it gave to the union member
a measure of independence. That
condition still prevails to consider
able extent. But it is threatened by
the organization of government em
ployees. i
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Russell Shannon

IATROGENIC
GOVERNMENT

THIS past May, Mount St. Helens
erupted in the Pacific Northwest.
Almost simultaneously, at the other
extremity of our contiguous states
irate blacks erupted in violent dem
onstrations; 14 people perished and
many buildings burned. Although
the immediate cause was largely
local in nature, the underlying con
ditions in Miami so closely resemble
those in other urban cores that many
people predicted more widespread
death and devastation. Later events
in Orlando and Chattanooga proved
that these fears were not entirely
unfounded.

That our cities are sick is surely
no news to anyone who has seen
their graffiti-smeared ~tores and
garbage-strewn streets. The disease
is chronic, the decay corrosive. The
problems exceed the aesthetic: the
Idemoralizing effects on the urban
inhabitants defy denial.

Russell Shannon Is a professor In the Department of
Economics, College of Industrial Management and
Textile Science, Clemson University.
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Two needs seem especially ur
gent. We must (1) increase job oppor
tunities and (2) improve living con
ditions. To achieve these ends, many
public leaders insist on getting ad
ditional federal financial assistance.

But these two particular prob
lems have another, superior solu
tion, one that will relieve the fed
eral government from having to
butter up to cities just when Ameri
cans perceive a greater need for more
guns. It will also not place further
inflationary stress on our sadly ail
ing economy.

Instead of spending more, the gov
ernment could simply regulate less.
In fact, certain regulations intrude
catastrophically in both these
urgent areas.

One lethal regulation is the legal
minimum hourly wage. In January
1981 it rises to $3.35. Any worker
whose productivity is less than that
will no longer be worth hiring. Many
urban youths, lacking skills and ex
perience, could not get jobs at the
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previous mInImum wage. Those
willing to work for less are turned
away. Why exacerbate this problem?

If business firms were permitted
to pay less, they could provide ener
getic youths with an honest income
and spare them from aimlessly
roaming the streets. They could also
offer something ofeven greater value
than money-a sense of self-worth
and an opportunity to gain useful
skills and experience. Before long,

'the young workers' wages would
likely rise and they would be ea
gerly sought out elsewhere.

There is another regulation, local
in scope, which should also be re
pealed. That is rent control. Just as
minimum wages prevent companies
from providing jobs, so do maximum
rents discourage people from offer
ing living quarters.

Sure, rents may be ((too high" for
some people in some places. But if
that means landlords are raking in
lots of profit, then someone with en
trepreneurial drive (sometimes
known as greed) will come along
and build more apartments. As a re
sult, rents will fall. People will not
only have access to more places to
live, but also less rent to pay.

In fact, viewed in this light, gov
ernment is not the solution to some
of our most important problems.
Rather, it seems clear that, more
often than not, excessive govern
ment is actually the cause of them.

There is a medical term which ap-

plies here: ((iatrogenic." It refers to
sickness caused by the doctor. Last
February, for example, the Wall
Street Journal reported on a study
which, the Journal said, showed that
((mistakes by physicians are respon
sible for more than one-fourth of the
incidences of the leading cause of ill
ness and death among newborns."

latrogenic-a medical term
refers to sickness caused by the
doctor.

The term ((iatrogenic" need not
necessarily imply malign intent.
Doctors may well prescribe medi
cine by mistake or provide advice
which unexpectedly makes their pa
tients worse. But in either case, the
doctor's business is apt to expand.

Such behavior is not peculiar to
medicine, of course. Business firms
regularly strive to increase people's
dependency on them. After all, that's
the purpose of most advertising.

\
Should we really be surprIsed, then,
that government policies often turn
out to increase our need for govern
ment? Just like physicians, preach
ers, and the producers of Pontiacs,
Polaroids, and Poptarts, politicians
would like to expand the market for
their product.

We can observe the process at work
in the field of energy. To please the
public, politicians impose price con
trols on gas. But that causes short
ages: at such low prices, there's not
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enough to go around. How do we al
locate the gas? We must establish a
government agency to determine
who gets it!

Likewise, excess profit taxes de
prive oil companies of the funds and
incentives to discover new supplies
and develop novel sources. What do
we do? That's right! Establish a mas
sive federal funding program to fi
nance energy research. Iatrogenic
government rides again!

Perhaps it is in the realm of un
employment that the government's
iatrogenic inclinations are the most
devastating. The effect of the legal
minimum wage has already been
described. But that is only one of a
number of government policies
which have the effect of increasing
unemployment statistics.

Another is unemployment com
pensation. Certainly this program
provides important benevolent ef
fects by enabling workers who lose
their jobs, through no fault of their
own, to make ends meet for them
selves and their families. Yet this
compensation is often so generous
that it almost equals the workers'
net take-home pay when they are
actually employed. Thus, there is
little or no incentive to take a new
job, so search is prolonged, and the
unemployment statistics paint a
grim though somewhat misleading
picture.

The government's taxes also con-

tribute to unemployment, beyond the
fact that they may themselves be a
serious disincentive to work. Re
cently there have been numerous
reports about our large and growing
((underground" or ((subterranean"
economy. To avoid the growing bur
den of federal income and social se
curity taxes, more and more people
are working for cash so their income
will not be recorded or reported to
the Internal Revenue Service. At the
same time, however, in order to
qualify for welfare benefits, these
people may report themselves as
unemployed. Once more, the unem
ployment statistics may be miscon
strued.

All of these factors added to
gether have increased the nation's
reported unemployment rate to the
extent that many economists now
believ~ it is simply no longer possi
ble to reduce the unemployment rate
below 5.5 or 6 percent. Yet the govern
ment has a mandate, under the
Employment Act of 1946 and the
more recent Humphrey-Hawkins Act
of 1978, to provide ((full employ
ment"-which is presumed to imply
that only 3 or 4 percent of the labor
force is without jobs!

In short, various acts of Congress
have exacerbated chronic unem
ployment. At the same time, Con
gress has charged itself with heal
ing the sick patient. What does
Congress then prescribe? Massive
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doses of government training pro
grams (such as CETA) and even
more substantial expenditures to
provide jobs. As Paul Craig Roberts
pointed out in the Wall Street Jour
nal, «It is, after all, unemployment
that provides the rationale for defi
cit spending-Congress's (some-
thing for nothing' method of giving
handouts." And quite likely an
appreciative but unwitting elector
ate will gratefully return their bene
factors to office at the next
opportunity!

However, spending enormous
amounts of money will not assure
success. R. J. Reynolds has just
proven that. It recently withdrew
uReal" cigarettes from the market
after having spent an unprece
dented $40 million to convince peo
ple of their worth.

But whereas corporate advertis
ing at least has some prospect of
success, government employment
projects are almost surely doomed to
be a failure at increasing the total
number of jobs. Rather, they are
simply apt to appear successful
after all, we can see the people em
ployed by government-while ac
tually there is almost certain to be
a corresponding reduction of em
ployment in the private sector which
is hidden and unobserved. We should
not forget that the money the gov
ernment spends to provide jobs ei
ther comes directly from our pockets
(via taxes or borrowing) so that we

have less money to buy goods and
provide jobs, or else it results in an
excessive expansion of the money
supply which taxes us via inflation.

An exception to this rule is said to
occur during a recession, when gov
ernment spending may increase em
ployment. But the recessions ofboth
1974 and 1980 were brought about
by restrictive policies imposed by
government in an effort to reduce
inflation-which government itself
had caused. Once again, ((iatro
genic" is the appropriate inference.

Clearly, there is an important dif
ference here between persuasion of
the private sort and that applied by
government. We are not compelled
to buy what producers offer to sell.
If you suspect your doctor is making
you sick and lose your patience with
him, then he will lose his patient!

Not so with government! It makes
offers which we too often cannot
refuse. Its growth can put cancer to
shame. Only the stout resistance of
taxpayers and voters can stem its re
lentless tide. Unless we hold back, it
will end up by ravaging us all.

By comparison, the devastation in
Miami or at Mount St. Helens will
seem minuscule indeed. If this judg
ment seems harsh, just remember:
in the United States, government
has already (1) deprived some peo
ple of the right to earn a living and
(2) denied others a decent place to
live! i
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Individual Rights
and the
Police Power
of States

DOES the legal system of the United
States of America rest, as most peo
ple believe, mainly on the Constitu
tion including the Bill of Rights?
This is what we learn in high school
and college. Few of us pursue a rig
orous study of Constitutional law.
So we leave school believing that
the Constitution is the legal foun
dation of our system.

But this is only partly true. The
Constitution was not developed
enough initially to enable authori
ties to cope right off with the innu
merable disputes that can arise in
society. The country grew and com
plicated problems developed. The
need for complex answers grew as
Dr. Machan Is the author of Human Rights and Human
Liberties (Nelson Hall, 1975) and Is Senior Editor of
Reason magazine. He Is on leave from SUNY fre
donia and teaches at the University of Callfornla
Santa Barbara.
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well. One ready source for obtaining
them was English common law.

Common law, in simple terms, is
the body of enforcible rules and reg
ulations that grow out of local dis
putes. A body of common law, which
all countries have, outlasts most for
mal constitutions. The latter come
in frequent successions, based on the
change of political ideology. Com
mon law is mainly free of the exten
sive impact of ideologically moti
vated legal development. Common
law is the common sense of the law.
It tends to withstand grand theoret
ical changes, just as common sense
physics, which most of us know and
use in everyday life, does not fluc
tuate with the grand changes of
technical physical theory.

But there is an extremely danger
ous kicker here. Common sense in
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science sometimes is no more than
common prejudice. Common sense
isn't immune to myth and misun
derstanding. We form our ideas of
the world by relying on ordinary ex
periences as well as on folk myths,
so-called old wives' tales. The influ
ence of myth on common sense is
powerful and that's why common
sense needs to be kept in check by
good, updated theory. Even those of
us who worry little about the tech
nical ins and outs of the sciences,
medicine, and technology can make
use of a good dose of up-to-date in
formation in these fields. The inter
play between common sense and
good theory will presumably steer
us on a reasonably reliable course.

In law the story isn't very differ
ent. Common law is not simply pure,
innocent common sense. Sometimes
it embodies extensive injustice. Var
ious social systems leave their im
print on the common law. A syste
matically conceived constitution is
supposed to eradicate the injustices
from the common law whenever pos
sible. In the United States the Con
stitution is supposed to keep a check
on the common law by letting the
Supreme Court pass rulings now and
then. This helps purge the land of
leftover injustices from days gone
by. It tries to keep our system ofjus
tice less contaminated.

Whether the goal is actually ac
complished depends on whether the
constitutional system introduced

into a country is itself sound and
just. If the Founding Fathers did a
good job of forging the Constitution,
and if the justices of the Supreme
Court-and the various lower courts
which rule by reference to the Con
stitution-interpret the document
intelligently and with good will, the
system can make very good use of
the common law.

Resort to Common Law

Throughout the last decades, the
courts have come to rely heavily on
certain features of the common law
which stand in direct opposition to
our Constitutional tradition. In a
recent case, the United States Su
preme Court flatly rejected one im
portant element of the Bill of Rights
in favor of a feature of the common
law, namely, the police power. The
case involved a couple in Tiburon, a
beautiful small city north of San
Francisco, and their plans to build
on land they purchased. The city
government enacted an ordinance to
restrict the use of the land so as to
preserve open space. The court said
that the municipality did not violate
the property owner's rights in doing
so. In writing for a unanimous court,
Justice Lewis Powell said: ttThe or
dinances substantially advance the
legitimate governmental goal of dis
couraging premature and unneces
sary conversion of open space land
to urban uses and are proper exer
cises of the city's police power to pro-
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tect its residents from the ill effects
ofurbanization." (Agins ·et ux. v. City
ofTiburonJ .

Where does this legitimacy come
from? Not the U.S. Constitution but
the common law. The·Bill of Rights
does not legitimate such govern
mental paternalism but requires, in
the Fifth Amendment, that if pri
vate property is taken, just compen
sation must be made. The same
amendment states that no one may
~~be deprived of life, liberty, or prop
erty, without due process of law,"
something that means far more than
having some city officials decide that
one should not have the free use of
one's private property. Due process
of law requires the demonstration
that such use would violate some
one's rights-injure others.

The Feudal Tradition

In contrast, the concept of the po
lice power-accord~ng to Ernst
Freund, ~~the power ofpromoting the
public welfare by restraining and
regulating the use of liberty and
property"-is taken from English
feudal and later common law. It de
rives from the tradition wherein the
king (or the Star Chamber) is re
garded as responsible for ~~the mor
als, hygiene, and general well-being
of the realm" inasmuch as the king,
not individual citizens, own the
realm. Feudal society recognizes no
private property-all property be
longs to the state, to the govern-

ment, that is, to the Monarch. And
thus, it is the sovereign king who
must carry out the management of
the realm which he owns and gov
erns. The citizens must comply as
subjects.

Having partially accepted the va
lidity of the idea of the police power
from as long ago as the early 1800s,
the various courts of our country
have in fact tried to mix feudal with
republican constitutional law. But
these two are opposites, if not out
right contradictories. In feudal sys
tems the king is sovereign, the citi
zens mere subjects. But, in a
(constitutional) republic citizens are
sovereign, government their ser
vant. In feudal systems, due process
of law means doing what the king
commands, with some checks from
his court, more or less severe, de
pending upon the incursions of citi
zenship sovereignty within the sys
tem. In a republic, due process of
law means not intervening with the
actions of citizens unless it is dem
onstrated that some wrong was done
to someone or some considerable
danger exists which would require
the intervention.

Recent Interpretations

In our·day the idea of individual
sovereignty is no .longer widely em
braced. The Bill of Rights.is gradu
ally being abandoned by political
theorists and justices of the U.S. Su
preme Court alike, in favor of the
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virtual absolute sovereignty of mu
nicipalities, counties, states, and the
federal government. Citizens who
bought land in good faith, have their
land taken from them for public use,
without having been convicted of
any wrongdoing. The only due pro
cess invoked here is that of the feu
dal tradition.

Many people believe that the eco
logical and environmental con
sciousness of our times marks a pro
gressive turn in our country's
history; we leave the old behind and
introduce the new, the yet unheard
of, so as to cope with new problems.
What our legislators, city councils,
and now our Supreme Court have
actually done is to turn back the
clock to an entirely different-some
would have thought best forgotten
period of human history, namely,
feudalism.

Instead of relying on the principle
that a per~()n is innocent until
proven guilty, thus immune from
having his liberty infringed with
out such proof-including the lib
erty to do with his property as he
desires and to resist the desires of
others-the current idea is that
property is managed by the state,
the true sovereign, and individuals
must go for permission in order to
make use of it.

Even if the gradual revitalization
of the police power of various gov
ernments meant the emergence of
socialism, it would not amount to

progress toward some new era. So
cialism in practice is but a form of
feudalism, with the elite less at
tached to tradition and custom yet
still insistent on central manage
ment of the realm. The mixture of
constitutional and feudal law, how
ever, is taking our system toward
fascism.

It is in fascism that control of the
means of production is wrested from
individuals and corporations, while
title remains with the nominal own
ers. The burdens of shouldering the
responsibility involved in ownership
stay with these persons and organi
zations, while determination of use
and disposal of the fruits of produc
tion is assumed by the state. Social
ists and feudalists are more honest
than this-they reject private prop
erty outright. Fascists perpetrate a
grand fraud by pretending that citi
zens are sovereign in law respecting
their labor and capital.

Individual Rights Violated

Clearly there is an urgent need
for coping with the spillover effects
of the use of property, including the
use of land in urbanization. The legal
system ofa human community needs
to cope with the widespread possi
bility and reality of such spillovers.
But it is wrong to believe that gov
ernment regulation and usurpation
of private property is the means to
do this.

Not only does that approach vio-
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late individual rights, which is
grossly unjust by itself, but it is a
deadend. Professor Garrett Hardin
reminded us recently, in ((The Trag-
edy of the Commons" (Science, 162
(1968), pp. 124~48), of what Aris
totle demonstrated in his Politics
(Book II, Chapter 3), namely, that
((What is common to the greatest
number gets the least amount of
care. Men pay most attention to
what is their own: they care less for
what is common." This points up the
usefulness of the private property
system. But there is more. Numer
ous specialists in decision-theory,
including, first of all, Professor Ken
neth J. Arrow in his book Social
Choice and Individual Values (Yale
University Press, 1963, 2nd edi
tion), have determined that it is im
possible to have both a democratic
respect for everyone's interest and
rational collective planning. Not
only does the system ofprivate prop
erty respect. the rights of individu
als to the fruits of their labor and
good judgments; not only is this sys
tem a very useful device for manag
ing scarce resources in society; but
the alternative of public control
seems to be inherently irrational
as well. The police power of the
feudal age is, therefore, plainly
wrong for us.

Why did the police power have a
long and vital career? Because feu-

dal rule did not pretend to be demo
cratic-namely, respectful toward all
the individuals in the realm. The fu
tility of incorporating the police
power into republican constitu
tionaI law comes from no one really
wishing to give up the idea of gov
ernment as servant of the people.
Once that idea has been abandoned,
the plain truth is that decisions
made at the top will not be made for
the rest of the people but for those at
the top.

In Defense of Property

The only alternative left to this
dismal prospect of an outright dic
tatorship is the expansion of the pri
vate property system. It would ex
pand the power not of the police, as
it were, but of individuals, but only
within the relatively narrow realm
of each or the large but voluntarily
pooled realm of many (as in the do
main of corporate commerce). While
this alternative may appear to be
muddy and confusing, it is, as F. A.
Hayek has argued in his ((The Use
of Knowledge in Society" and ((The
Results of Human Action but not of
Human Design," far more rational
and intelligent than any centrally
organized management of the com
mons, proposed so vigorously by
today's followers of Platonic ideal
ism who place their faith in the
state. ,
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THE so-called energy crisis in the
United States is entwined with such
other issues as inflation, balance of
payments, national security, foreign
policy and the maintenance of indi
vidual freedom. And resolving these
other iss~s is critically tied to the
solution of the energy problem. Shall
we forfeit another large measure of
freedom, for instance, in the hope
for gasoline on Sunday at a price we
would prefer to that set by the mar
ket?

Unfortunately, it appears the die
has been cast. As we have done so
often in the past through our elected
leaders, we have chosen the route of
legislation, of regulation, of deci
sions ((made on high," of throwing
money at the problem, apparently
altogether unaware of the dismal
record of this process in the last
fifty years or so. It is a process which
has never demonstrated its useful
ness; lacking basis in sound princi
ple, it has no chance of truly solving
the so-called energy crisis. Our sit
uation demonstrates once again the
Mr. Dykes of Canton, Ohio is an energy consultant
and Chairman of Total Energy Management, Inc.
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EDICTS?

utter futility of such a course. If
there is no real shortage of energy
producing fuels, we are far along to
ward being regulated into one.

I am not as critical of our leaders
as I am of the rest of us for creating
the climate attractive to those who
would apply political measures to
problems much better solved by the
market. We create such leadership
by retreating from responsibility in
a mad rush for security. In other
words, we are continuing the course
which indicates a lack of faith in
free men. Free men made this coun
try great, and they did so through
their own decision making. Once
again, we must make our own deci
sions. So dramatic are the results of
that process that I have come to see
it as a law of the Cosmos. Individual
freedom invariably is the condition
in the society which shows real
progress.

Individual freedom may be de
fined as the unassailable, God-given
right for each individual to act as he
wishes so long as he does not inter
fere with the equal rights of others
to act as they wish. Note that in this
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definition no one is given license to
interfere with his neighbor under
the guise of freedom.

A couple ofdecades or so ago, when
the welfare state was still debat
able, its proponents would say to an
advocate of freedom, ((Yes, but you
can't eat freedom." Today, the same
idea would be stated, ((Yes, but you
can't put freedom in the gas tank."
Such an argument tends to be con
vincing until one realizes, from a
careful study of history, that it is
only in those nations where freedom
has had a large measure of accep
tance that people have eaten well.
Turning the same idea to gasoline
a part of the energy problem-it can
be shown that an exorbitant price
per gallon of gasoline in Russia
would be unlikely to stir up a revo
lution because so few Russians own
cars. And if you have paid attention
to the pictures coming out of China,
why are all those people on bicycles?

Only through a change in atti
tudes at the grass roots in America
is it likely that any substantial
change in policy will occur. Time
may yet remain to reverse our
present course before the next big
crisis-whatever that may be
comes to lop away another portion
of our remaining freedom.

I have served recently in a lecture
series on the so-called energy crisis.
More than half of those who pre~

ceded me spoke disparagingly of
regulation. One speaker said he be-

lieved our problem started with the
1954 decision by the Supreme Court
which permitted the regulation of
the price of natural gas delivered
through interstate pipelines. Al
though I think our problem started
much earlier than that (I like the
year 1913) I am willing to start with
1954.

As soon as the regulated price of
natural gas was below the price a
free market would have set, two
things-at least two things-began
to happen. First, more and more gas
was consumed than would have been
the case with unregulated prices.
Second, fewer and fewer people were
interested in risking their money to
find more gas. Whatever else one
might say for price fixing, it is a
sure formula for a shortage.

I do not know to what extent· our
tax laws, our depreciation allow
ances, our control of prices, and the
like led to imported oil, but I do
know that at least we had oil. The
Saudis and the other OPEC nations
cannot use all their oil-they must
trade it for things they don't have.
Speaking from a purely selfish
standpoint, it makes more sense for
us to use their oil than our own. For
years we bought their low-priced oil
for dollars which were depreciating
in value in response to our domestic
inflationary process. It is no sur
prise that OPEC suppliers should
react, albeit over-react perhaps, to
our policies of inflation.
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We responded by continuing price
controls on our own petroleum
products, by reducing the depletion
allowance, and by following a phased
relaxation ofprice controls on petro
leum with what is euphemistically
called, ((a windfall profits tax." In
addition, it is now reported that
seven states are planning to enact
taxes specifically on petroleum pro
duction. These only can do harm. We
have enacted laws making it more
difficult to drill, have discouraged
the building of refineries wherever
and whenever they have been pro
posed and, in general, have treated
these prospective producers as if
they were scabs and scoundrels.
None of these seem like the things
we should be doing to increase pro
duction.

The process which made this
country great and rich and powerful
is not a deep mystery. It started with
a spiritual idea-that men should
be free to exercise their own powers
of decision so long as they did not
interfere with the equal rights of
others. Our Constitution and Bill of
Rights were a guarantee of such lib
erty. With such freedom to try, men
set about producing and building as
never before on the face of the earth.
Innovation and invention were ev
erywhere apparent. In the market
place, if a product became much
higher in price because ofshort sup
ply, then substitutes-usually bet
ter methods and products-were

found to take its place. And in those
times government was largely. re
stricted to keeping the peace.

Then, we set about making· true
the dire prophecy of Alexis de Toc
queville that democracy would fail
in America. In effect, he said that
when politicians found ways to
promise things to some voters at the
expense of others, this great and
noble experiment would fail. The
politicians have found a way; we
have been going the route of trans
fer payments and our future does
not look as rosy as it once did. But it
does not have to end that way. So
long as we can still express our opin
ions, there is the opportunity to re
store freedom and accept individual
responsibility for our lives.

For whatever reason,we do seem
to face an energy. shortage. It has
come about by edicts, unnatural
processes which interfere with the
free flow of energy-in this case,
human energy. We must again em
brace the time-tested process: follow
the natural law of individual free
dom, and these other things shall be
added. So let us remove controls, cut
taxes which inhibit enterprise, stop
inflation, reduce regulation. When
such restrictions are lifted or greatly
eased, then prices will ration scarce
resources, profits will direct invest
ments and losses will eliminate the
inefficient producers. The free mar
ket must replace edicts. This is the
formula for abundance. ,



Eric Brodin

SWEDEN'S
WELFARE

STATE:
A Paradise Lost

THE SWEDISH WELFARE STATE was
initiated in 1932 and has long been
heralded the model of the middle
way. Seldom has there been so
unique an opportunity to judge
whether a vast socio-economic ex
periment' developed uninterrupt
edly for five decades under optimum
conditions, will work or not.

Whether it is correct to call Swe
den a socialist country depends on
the definition we use. If socialism
means government ownership of the
means of production, then Sweden
is not socialist. Perhaps not more
than a fourth of the means of pro
duction is in government hands, al
though that now includes all wharfs,
most communications, transport,

Eric Brodin, a native of Sweden, Is a naturalized u. s.
citizen, now Professor of the Lundy Chair of Philos
ophy of Business at Campbell University In North
Carolina. This article Is from a lecture at the 4th An
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forests and mines. I prefer to call
Sweden a Social Welfare State. The
creators of the Swedish Welfare State
in the 1930s were J.\tlarxists of sorts,
but they allowed a pragmatic atti
tude of gradualism to modify the
radical ideological demands of state
ownership. But if socialism means
control over the results of produc
tion, there is no doubt that Sweden
is a socialist nation; and the prime
means of government control over
the results of production is through
taxes-now the highest in the world
for the 8.3 million Swedish people.

Noted among the founders of the
Swedish Welfare State are Gunnar
and Alva Myrdal. In a book on
Swedish Population Policy written
in 1932 they stated: ((The Scandina-
vian countries, and particularly
Sweden, by historical accident, are
given the most advantageous set of
prerequisites for a bold experiment
in Social Democracy [social welfare
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state]. If it cannot successfully be
developed in Scandinavia, given by
historical chance quite exception
ally advantageous conditions, it
would probably not work out any
where else." These conditions in
clude an unbroken peace for 150
years, a nation completely un
scarred by two world wars, and with
an industry intact which could be
transformed from arms manufac
turing to manufacturing the goods
desperately needed by Sweden's war
torn neighbors. It is a tightly knit,
highly industrialized, remarkably
homogeneous country rich in raw
materials, including hydroelectric
power, huge forests and rich sources
of iron ore in the north.

From the 1930s through the 1960s
Sweden developed a new social wel
fare state, sometimes called the
Mixed Economy, containing both
elements of private ownership and
government control. That involved
retention of the basic manufactur
ing in private hands, but accom
panied by a taxation policy which
was to bring about a redistribution
and equalization of income. This was
to be accomplished through a vast
social welfare machine to insure
every Swede against practically
every exigency. The private and mu
nicipal. insurance programs were the
first to be integrated into a central
compulsory system even before the
Second World War. In the 1950s came
the integration of nearly all pension

plans into a compulsory government
administered system.

Taxes
To finance the elaborate womb to

tomb or cradle to grave welfare sys
tem requires a lot of money. And the
Swedish government has only the
revenue collected through taxes and
((social fees." Today no less than 64
per cent of the Gross National
Product goes to the public sector to
finance the system. From 50 to 60
per cent of the salary of a typical
industrial worker is taken in taxes.
But in addition to this basic income
tax, there is an additional 22.5 per
cent in value-added tax (VAT)-a
form of sales or excise tax on all
goods and services, including food
stuffs.

The Swedish Confederation of
Employers has given us a concrete
example of how the subsidy-taxa
tion distribution system works. Let
us say that a man with four children
and a wife not working, earns
$4,600; add to this the social subsi
dies to which he is entitled, and he
has an after tax actual income of
$14,000. But let us say that another
man with the same sized family
earned initially $23,000; after taxes,
and with little likelihood of subsi
dies, his income also would be
$14,000. Presumably the higher
earner is also the harder worker,
but what is the incentive in keeping
that up? Of course· this has a tre-
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mendous effect on productivity. It is
no longer worthwhile to work. The
difference, for example, in working
full time and working half time is a
mere $2,000 for the year, and a lot of
people are choosing more leisure in
stead. Professional people such as
doctors, dentists and lawyers sel
dom work more than five months a
year.

The situation for the private en
trepreneur is especially difficult.
What is not generally recognized is
that the employers' compulsory con
tribution toward employee benefits
is nothing but another form of pay
roll tax. This averages 40 per cent
on top of the salary which, of course,
means that the ctgovernment bite" of
the total wage is even higher than
the 50 to 60 per cent indicated. Many
small entrepreneurs, operating on a
tight profit margin, cannot afford
this additional burden, and face the
options of going out of business, dis
missing·employees, or cutting back
to a one-man operation.

Underground Economy

It is said that the only expanding
sector of the Swedish economy today
is that of the underground econ
omy-the secret sector. The burden
of reporting and paying a 22.5 per
cent sales tax has made it almost
common practice in Sweden to ask if
a transaction is to be Uwith or with
out receipt." It has been estimated
that as much as a third of the work

by painters, carpenters, mechanics
and the like is performed in the se
cret sector-untaxed. There does not
appear to be any way in which gov
ernment representatives can deter
mine and prosecute this growing
practice. Despite tremendous man
power resources (at least one third
of all in Sweden are working for
some form of government) they do
not have enough people to prevent
the secret sector from expanding.

Sweden is becoming a barter trade
society. And this barter trade takes
many forms. As a genealogist I
searched the ancestry of my dentist,
while he fixed my teeth. A plumber
friend of mine could decorate his
home with oil paintings in a deal
with an artist acquaintance. And so
on.

The malaise in the Swedish econ
omy is in no small part due to the
taxation policy which rewards indo
lence and.encourages illegality. Even
Gunnar Myrdal calls for new tax
legislation: ~~Swedish honesty has
been a source ofpride for me and my
generation. Today, however, 1 have
an uneasy feeling that, due to bad
tax laws, we are more and more be
coming a nation of cheats."

The Absent Worker

There are many other ways in
which the employed demonstrate
their unwillingness to continue
sharing the tax burdens of financ
ing the elaborate welfare state sys-
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tern. With an illness insurance sys
tem paying 90 per cent of wage
compensation, absenteeism is
spreading like some contagious dis
ease through the Swedish employ
ment sector. On any given day 10
per cent of Sweden's labor force is
absent. On Mondays and Fridays
absenteeism may reach 20 per cent.
At times the Volvo car manufactur
ing plant or the Kockum Wharf in
Malmo have recorded the absence of
25 per cent of the working force, and
this has also occurred in some hos
pitals. How can an economy stand
such loss of productivity? How can
an export-dependent economy com
pete in international markets
against new industrial nations such
as those of Asia whose workers per
form efficiently?

With each liberalization of the ill
ness insurance system in Sweden,
the increased ((absence due to ill
ness" has jumped-by as much as
four million working days in a year.
The employers' association desper
ately urges legislation which would
restore the three-day waiting period
before the insurance program takes
effect. This would remove the temp
tation for leaves of short duration
which often require no doctor's
statement.

Absences are not due to illness
alone. There are at least 12 different
reasons for ((excused absences" with
pay from the Swedish places of em
ployment. In a recent experiment, I

tried to phone ten persons at their
places of work and found only two of
them available and in their offices.
When I asked why they were absent,
I was given an indication of the
range of ((excused absences." One
man was taking advantage of the
law which encourages the man to
leave his place of employment to
take care of a child (freeing the
mother, presumably to enable her to
go to her employment). Another one
was said to be home caring for a sick
child. Another one was taking a
course in the Swedish language. Still
another one was taking a union-ad
ministered course in how to be ua
worker's representative" on a com
pany board. Still another was· ab
sent in order to take care of a docu
ment at a government agency. And
so on. These are not cases of absence
without pay. Either the employer
has to pay in full or the employee
gets compensated from one agency
or the other of government.

The Public Sector

To provide the funds for such an
elaborate system requires an im
mense bureaucracy, and the one
third of Sweden's work force which
some call the non-productive sector
must be paid. Today 64 per cent of
the total GNP goes to support the
public sector's increasing demands.
And they will keep on growing be
cause there is a cumulative effect to
these demands. The share of the
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GNP going into the public sector in
creased by 20 per cent between 1950
and 1980. When the first non-social
ist government since 1932 came into
power in 1976, some of the ground
swell support from the right thought
that some alterations would be made
in the social welfare system. No such
thing has happened. And the cost
indexing of various forms of subsi
dies will cause the problem to grow
as the inflation continues.

The idea of the welfare state gains
support from many quarters. The
state-owned radio and television
monopoly, for example, is required
by law to devote 40 per cent of its
programming to ((informative" pro
grams and these often take the form
of propaganda for and about various
social welfare measures. Advertise
ments in newspapers and on vehi
cles proclaim: ((Did you know that
you don't have to be married to get
a housing allowance?" ((If you're 18
years old you may still qualify." The
result is an increased degree of uti
lization' and a peculiar interpreta
tion which defines Sweden's high
living standard by the· increase in
the number of persons living ((on the
dole."

The Budget Deficits

Sweden's national budget reveals
the increasing burdens of the public
sector on the national exchequer.
And the budget also reveals, through
its deficits, the inability of Sweden

to finance these increases. The defi
cits grew from 649 million crowns in
1960 to 50.2 billion crowns in 1980.
Much of the budget today consists of
transfer payments, currently about
40 per cent. These consist of reve
nue-sharing to local governments,
transfer payments to families, and
subsidies to ailing industries, the
last of which amounted to 7 per cent
of the budget in 1978. In view of the
failure by Swedish industry to com
pete for the reasons mentioned
above, many enterprises are failing,
especially in shipping and in the
textile and shoe industries.

Inasmuch as the labor unions are
still very strong (and Sweden has
more of its labor force unionized than
any other country) there are always
pressures for the government to bail
out ailing industries in order to
maintain employment. This is done
by various forms of subsidies, all of
which are also subject to some mis
use. The government has thus be
come increasingly involved in pro
ducing items which cannot be sold,
and for which there is no market ei
ther at home or abroad.

The Real Face of Unemployment

It is necessary to turn to the un
employment situation to under
stand the current Swedish economic
problems. Full employment has al
ways been high among the goals of
Swedish planners. But the govern
ment has been forced 'to take exten-
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sive measures of intervention in the
labor market. For years government
spokesmen have maintained the fic
tion that Swedish unemployment is
among the world's lowest. Such sta
tistics can only be maintained if the
real extent of unemployment or
under-employment is hidden.

Dr. Sven Rydenfelt has exposed
the myth of full employment in a
number of articles in Sweden and
abroad. He points out that there is
an official figure of 2 per cent un
employment, or 94,000 of a work
force of 4.1 million (half Sweden's
population). However, WPA types of
~~make work" employed 3 per cent in
education or public work schemes.
Investigations reveal that 25 per
cent of the college students in Swe-
den are there simply because they
cannot get work, or a further 2 per
cent. Then there is an additional
90,000 who have asked for ~~early re
tirement" because they want to pro
vide work to someone else, another
2 per cent. Finally, there is the 2 per
cent employed in industries which
are not economically viable, but
which continue to hire workers only
because of government subsidies. Dr.
Rydenfelt concludes: ~~If these items
are added we find a total of 11 per
cent unemployed, a share which bet
ter reflects the realities of the Swed
ish labor market than the official re
ports." While the work force in
private manufacturing was reduced
by 100,000 in the five-year period

1975-1980, it is significant that em
ployment in the public sector rose
by 250,000 during that same period.

Conclusions: A Welfare
Society in Trouble

The Swedish Welfare State faces
deep problems· today. Many Swedes
were jolted into some awareness of
the depth of the crises during the
General Strike in May 1980. Curt
Nicolin, chairman of the board of
the Swedish Employers' Associa
tion, said in 1979: ~~It is high time
we comprehend that we are under
severe threat ... we, like sleep
walkers, have moved straight into
an economic crisis so serious that we
must count upon ·social unrest and
the loss of freedom for most of us."
Certainly the strike and lockout,
and the further extension of the con
flict by the Longshoremen's Union,
are part of this social unrest. But
there are many other indications,
which are apparent for those who
study the moral effects of the present
crises in Sweden's welfare state.

In the economic sense, it is impor
tant to realize the limitations in the
nature of the welfare state itself.
Feeding upon itself, it is slated for
extinction. The German Marxist
Jiirgen Habermas defined the di
lemma in these words: ~~The division
of labor between the state and the
private sector that forms the basis
for the Swedish model, requires that
a continually increasing share of the
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national product be transferred to
the public sector. Technical and eco
nomic changes must be accom
panied by enormous public invest
ments in orderto insure the stability
of the society. There is a point where
a dislocation in the social structure
caused by the free play of the mar
ket forces, becomes so great that the
people are no longer willi.ng to pay
the price of the necessary remedies.
The demand for security remains,
but the desire of each person to con
tribute to the cost of this security
diminishes. The welfare society then
faces a crisis of confidence."

Those who seek to find the causes
of the Swedish welfare-state malaise
too often treat the symptoms not the
cause. In some cases they prescribe
medicines, like ineffectual nos
trums, that long ago proved wrong.
While they seek in international
economic developments the bete rwire
behind the failure of the ((Swedish
Model" they are unable to question
the Swedish welfare state itself, or
any other welfare state. It is, of
course, no longer just an ((economic

Clarence Manion

problem." The interdependence of
economic and moral crises are well
documented, not the least in the case
of Sweden. At a time like this, it is
worthwhile to recall the wisdom of
a man who still speaks with a voice
of authority to a living generation,
Wilhelm Roepke:

((The desire for security, while in
itself natural and legitimate, can
become an obsession which ulti
mately must be paid for by the loss
of freedom and human dignity
whether people realize it or not. In
the end, it is clear that whoever is
prepared to pay this price is left nei
ther with freedom and dignity nor
with security, for there can be no se
curity without freedom and protec
tion from arbitrary power. To this
exorbitant price must be added an
other . . . namely, the steady dimi
nution of the value of money.· Surely,
every single one of us must then re
alize that security is one of those
things which recede further and
further away the more unres
trainedly and violently we desire
it." (A Humane Economy, p. 172) i

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

WITHOUT the wide diversification of talents, taste, abilities, and ambi
tions that now and always exist among men, Society could neither feed
nor clothe itself. It is consequently a wise provision of Providence that
causes the perpetuation ofendless variety in the desires and capabilities
ofhuman beings. Sparked with personal liberty and the natural personal
incentive to own property and advance economically, this conglomera
tion of inequality synchronizes into a great engine for the sustenance
and progress ofmankind.



Jess Raley

HIT or RUN

IT doesn't happen often but on rare
occasions one may obtain a bit of
pertinent information from a news
cast. Last evening was one of those
occasions. I was watching the late
news, hoping to get the baseball
scores, when this person came on
(she was not one of the regular·news
team). She was protesting vigor
ously the Supreme Court's decision
to the effect that the general public
was not responsible for every woman
that happened to turn up pregnant
and, therefore, could not be forced to
pay for an abortion if the woman
elected to have one. (May I say here,
before anyone prepares to take sides,
that this piece is not about abortion
per se. I hope to leave that can of
worms for someone smart enough to
pinpoint the precise point in time
that an individual's inalienable right
to·life becomes effective.)

The person on the newscast stated
emphatically that the court's deci
sion stripped women of their consti
tutional right to have an abortion,
if they wanted one. I didn't even
know that the Constitution had ever

Mr. Raley is a free-lance author, speaker, philosopher
from Gadsden, Alabama.

granted to individuals the privilege
of having an abortion at public ex
pense. I did know, of course, that the
court had ruled, sometime in the·
not too distant past, that it was a
woman's prerogative to abort a child
she didn't want, but I had not even
suspected that the legal right to do
something carried with it an obli
gation on the general public to pick
up the tab. I wonder what John Mar
shall and the free men who worked
so diligently to hammer out that old
document would have said about
that.

My curiosity being aroused, I fol
lowed reaction to the court's deci
sion in the papers for a couple of
days. Consensus seemed to be that
the court's ruling would cost taxpay
ers quite a bit of money in the long
run since many children that might
have been aborted would have to be
fed, sheltered, clothed, educated, and
provided medical attention at public
expense-all in accord with their
constitutional rights, of course. I
wonder, quite often, where one could
obtain a specimen of this new con
stitution. Never having been privi
leged to see a copy I don't know ex-
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actly what it says, but hearing
people quote from it so often,. I can
tell that it is not the same document
old man Daniel Carroll and John
Rutledge put their signatures on.

When I talk with members of
Congress about this new interpre
tation of the Constitution they tell
me, when they attempt to answer at
all, that the legality of all these
things flows from the Preamble that
states the document was drafted, in
part, to insure domestic tranquility
and promote the general welfare.
When one takes time to consider
that anything the government gives
to one person must first be taken
from another, no firm ground re
mains from which a defense can be
mounted for the proposition that any
program of wealth redistribution is
good for the general welfare. Cer
tainly those on the receiving end
would be something more, or less,
than human if they failed to fight,
tooth and nail, to hold their position
at the public trough. But despite ap
parent consensus to the contrary of
our top-heavy bureaucracy, the peo
ple who work to produce the wealth
those freeloaders are fighting for are,
too, a part of the general public.

In the matter of domestic tran
quility, quite frankly, I had always
thought that if the powers that be
could keep people of different per
suasions from coming to blows, or
get them separated before too much
damage was done when they did get

together, that this item was being
properly attended.

As best I can tell from looking, lis
tening, and reading, a great many
Americans have been conned into
believing that anything an individ
ual is at liberty to do is a right guar
anteed to them by the Constitution
of these United States. More than
this it seems to be generally as
sumed that the public is bound by
that same document to pay, on de
mand, for the implementation of
these rights.

That our liberty flows from the
Constitution is a fallacy, of course,
since the concept of inalienable
rights referred to in the Preamble to
the Declaration of Independence was
accepted by the American people as
a fact long before the break with En
gland. After they gained indepen
dence the people soon realized that
a few of these rights would have to
be vested in a central government
strong enough to keep the peace at
home and, hopefully, protect the na
tion from foreign invasion. Actually
most of those inalienable rights so
zealously guarded by the people had
been vested in their respective state
governments for some time. There
fore, it was really the states, much
more than individuals, that contrib
uted enough of their sovereignty to
enable the federal government to
function.

Liberty, as referred to by the
founding fathers, presupposes a re-
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sponsible, self-sufficient body poli
tic. This fact is obvious since free
dom will not emerge, nor can it for
long abide, in a less desirable social
atmosphere. The only real reason
for laws in a society of free men is
the sad fact that each generation is
known to produce a few individuals
that are irresponsible and must be
ejected from their neighbor's store
house from time to time. When this
breed becomes a majority, or when
government gives them a key, there
is no longer a free society.

The people of these United States
have been bartering their liberty
for the proverbial bowl ofpottage for
so long that there are very few rights
left and the pottage is getting real
thin. Now the cities and states are
also coming to heel. Since revenue
sharing was introduced, most city
governments have added personnel
and expanded service beyond the ca
pacity of their tax base and from
time to time must go, hat in hand,
to the federal government for a
handout. Many congressmen keep
their seats by bragging about the
huge amount of other people's money
they have been able to channel into
their district and promising even
greater spoils in the future.

We read with agony of people in
other lands who are forced to submit
to programs of re-education so that
their thinking will be in accord with
a new ruler. But we largely fail to
grasp the sad fact that Americans

who were educated in the free mar
ket era must re-educate themselves
for survival under other terms and
conditions.

Thinking about the programs,
schemes, and plots government has
advanced to help people, cities and
states on one hand and all the rules,
regulations, restrictions and taxes
it has invoked to confuse and impede
on the other, I often recall my
grandfather's philosophy of life.
Reared during the Civil War period,
the old gent was largely uneducated
and a little on the rough side, but he
held firmly to one cliche that I have
come to appreciate more and more
with the passage of time. ((Son," he
would say, ttwhen a body comes
around wanting to do you a big favor,
for no good reason, or give you some
thing for nothing, hit him just as
hard as you can. If you see you can't
knock him down, run just as far and
as fast as you can. There be no other
way to hold your own with that
kind."

Reared with an educated, ver
bose, generation myself, I have often
found Granddad's philosophy very
difficult to advance or even defend.
But I do know this-he and his gen
eration passed the torch of freedom
to their progeny burning no less
brightly than when they received it
from their forefathers. More than
anything and everything else, I wish
that my grandchildren could say as
much for me and my generation. i



Ben Barker

~Ideas...
(noble and otherwise)

SINCE the dawn of recorded history,
man has conjectured as to the iden
tity of the most valuable commodity
on Earth. In recent years gold, sil
ver, platinum, raw land, improved
land, oil, race horses and a host of
other esoteric materials have vied
conspicuously for the title of Umost
valuable." But none of these items is
even a close second. The most po
tent, valuable and elusive commod
ity on Earth is a good idea. Ideas
move men and nations, change the
flow of history, and always spring
from the inspired mind of one man
or one woman.

Although men create ideas, they
understand them quite poorly and
have little comprehension of their
true value. Few, for instance, are
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able to conceptualize that all exist
ing major industries, institutions,
organizations and edifices began as
a single idea. Nations, both great
and small, owe their existence and
development to a complex fabric of
interacting ideas. Wherever there
are men, there are ideas--and where
there are noble men, there are noble
ideas.

In order to understand ideas, we
must begin with the dictionary def
inition:

1. a thought; mental conception or
image; notion

2. an opinion or belief;
3. a plan, scheme, intention;
4. a hazy perception, vague impres

sion, inkling'
(Webster's New World Dictionary, 1965)

What these definitions supply is
the commonly accepted usage of the
word. As we shall discover in this
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analysis, however, these concepts fall
far short of defining an idea. It is a
bit like believing that an acorn is an
oak tree. Ideas have life cycles and
merely begin as hazy perceptions,
mental conceptions or notions. Very
often they go no further but, in those
cases in which ideas move on, we
can discover their true value. The
search resembles the process of ore
mining: tons of dirt must be sifted
in order to turn up a few ounces or
pounds of the metal desired.

An apt analogy for an idea is a
plant. Its seed is borne upon the cos
mic wind, is sown within the mind
of man and either finds nourish
ment there or withers and dies. If it
is nurtured, it takes root and begins
to proliferate. Proliferation involves
penetrating the thoughts and minds
of others, growing there and even
tually becoming a part of accepted
reality. To this point, then, we have
looked at these steps in the life cycle
of an idea: implantation, germina
tion, proliferation and, finally,
growth. These steps are both se
quential and simultaneous.

One of the most poetic demonstra
tions of the process under consider
ation involves the idea of human
flight. Originally, a presumptuous
daydream mocked in ancient myth
ology, it found root in countless gen
erations of souls who met ridicule
and frustration as they tried vainly
to implement their dream. Eventu
ally, fixed-wing gliding flight was

discovered by a single anonymous
individual and spread horizontally.
Then a pair of bicycle mechanics
married that idea to two others: the
propeller and the internal combus
tion engine-and the airplane was
born.

The process of horizontal prolifer
ation continued and the airplane be
came part of accepted reality. Si
multaneously, vertical growth
occurred as more complex and pow
erful airplanes were built and more
men became involved in flying them.
Other idea marriages were con
ceived and implemented: airplanes
for mail delivery, group travel,
bombing, surveillance, and the like.
And an industry was born and grew
before our very eyes. So it was also
with oil, automobiles, radio, televi
sion, newspapers, computers.

Industrial Development
Depends upon Free Will

What too few realize is that this
entire process is dependent upon a
sensitive variable called free will. If
anyone idea or ideology becomes so
dominant in a social order that it
refuses to allow implementation,
germination or proliferation of other
ideologies, the result is stasis and
dissolution. In the Nazi Third Reich,
post-1917 Russia, and revolutionary
Red China, the dominant political
party took on the role of the arbiter
of the appropriateness of cultural
ideas. The consequence of such con-
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trol by a dominant ideology is al
ways predictable.

So, we see that in the latter stages
of development, an idea can become
very powerful and suppress other
ideologies. This is a type of malig
nant degeneration, much like can
cer in the body, and can occur no
matter how noble the idea at its in
ception. In a forest of giant red
woods, no other seedling has a
chance.

What seems to be remarkably
consistent in the degenerative stages
of ideologies is that their propo
nents gain control of the apparatus
of government, then use this mech
anism to suppress competing ideas.
Is there a way to prevent this pro
cess of idea growth and development
from going too far? Can an ideal me
dium for competing concepts be pre
served? Or are we all destined to
live through one era of malignant
degeneration after another?

It is quite possible that this was
precisely the set of problems that
those who framed the Constitution
and the Bill of Rights were working
on. They were indeed men ofwisdom
and prudence and it would be folly
to discard their valuable contribu
tion to civilization. Yet that is evi
dently what is going on in this era
ofgovernmentalism. We are now liv
ing in an epoch of malignant degen
eration of a once noble idea. That
idea was that the mechanism ofgov
ernment could be used to halt pov-

erty and to improve the lot of the
common man.

An Idea Gone Sour

Who knows how this idea was
born? Perhaps it came out of some
individual's translation of the in
tent of our own Constitution. It cer
tainly was stated plainly by Marx
as the intent of his Communist Rev
olution proposals. Brit has poverty
ended in the USSR or her satellite
nations? Is Cuba sailing into eco
nomic bliss under Castro? Has our
own ((war on poverty" succeeded?

The answers to these questions
are obvious. Both Soviet Russia and
socialist/capitalist America are
choking to death on an idea gone
sour-that government in and of it
self can improve the lot of man. It
cannot. Not by force of arms or with
countless billions of dollars. The lot
of man will improve only when and
if new ideas are allowed to compete
freely in the marketplace of mind
for growing space. The sweat-stained
bicycle mechanic must be free to di
vert his money and energy toward
his impossible dream before man can
fly. There is no other way.

That such a teeming marketplace
of competing ideas existed on the
American continent from 1750 to
1950 is the true secret of our explo
sive development in all areas during
that time span. Individual initia
tive, private property, free enter
prise-all of these are positive
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expressions that describe a missing
negative force.

That negative force can be created
and perpetuated by any ideology
grown so mighty that it prohibits by
coercive tactics the implantation,
germination or proliferation of other
ideas. It pre-empts the marketplace
much in the manner of out-of-con
trol weeds in a garden-and the
garden dies, taking the weeds with
it. Well, today's ideology of govern
ment-as-benefactor-to-mankind is
the out-of-control weed. It masquer
ades under many titles: liberalism,
environmentalism, humanism. But
they share a common variable: coer
cive restriction of others in the name
ofa cause.

ttFrom each according to his abil
ity, to each according to his need" is
an idea that appears to have skipped
across cultural lines and permeated
Russian, Asian and American socie
ties. It is at the heart of a collectiv
ist philosophy which conceptualizes
a mechanistic, scientific universe
and seems far from a noble idea. Yet
it is running wild, encouraging stat
ism and socialism, and stifling indi
viduality and creativity. The mass
man in the enmassed society is the
product of today's dominant ideol
ogy which appeals to popularity with
the crowd and to the longing to crush
that with which one disagrees. So
cialism and statism worship govern
ment as the embodiment of force.
Together with this obvious en-

thronement of the government ap
paratus itself is a pronounced ten
dency on the part of modern man to
imbue -bigness itself with magical
qualities. So we see the marriage of
diverse overgrown ideas to produce
not growth and development but
stasis and corruption. What chance
has liberty and self-realization in
such a repressive environment? More
a chance, possibly, than even the
most optimistic viewer can appre
ciate.

Associates in the field of behav
ioral analysis have assured me that
the United States government would
continue to debase the dollar until
it became worthless. That pattern
was in tune with historical prece
dent, they said; those in power abuse
that power until it destroys them.
Why, then, is our nation now in a
recession? Can it be that an invisi
ble hand independent of govern
ments is at work? Will the dollar
once again become a valuable cur
rency?

Signs of Regeneration

The idea churning away in my
own mind is that thinking Ameri
cans will join a silent revolution to
save our nation and our currency
before they are destroyed by our
blind leaders. That is what the tax
revolt is about. That is why conser
vatives are winning seat after seat
in local and national elections. A
new idea is taking root despite gov-
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ernment efforts to snuff it out. That
idea is that the individual does mat
ter, that truth and honesty are vir
tues of worth, that love, sacrifice
and concern can produce social or
ders that move toward greatness.

Freedom is the essence of a noble
idea. In the case of manned flight
discussed earlier, what if the rail
road and trucking industries had
used government coercion to halt
aircraft development? Most would
agree that such would have been a
reprehensive, counterproductive use
of power. Well, that's where the gov
ernment apparatus is today in more
fields than can be conceptualized.
Entrepreneurs, who are the most
fertile soil upon which new ideas
can be sown, are hamstrung by
countless regulations emanating
from our overgrown government
bureaucracies. These regulations are
conceived and enforced to ((protect
the public." What they most often
protect us from is progressive en
richment of our lives.

A Powerful Idea

Pessimists believe that big gov
ernment and big industry will al
ways retain their control and domi
nance over our lives. They may be
correct. On the other hand, freedom
does not always lose. In a recent
book entitled, World in the Grip of
an Idea (Arlington House, 1979),
Clarence B. Carson talked of a
teacher he admired: (~esus showed

us the true might of a lifestyle based
on God's laws, in this he was man
incarnate. Of the things of this world
he had none of any consequence. He
was born in a stable, in a trough
from which the animals ate. His
parents were people of low estate.
No organization ever set its seal of
approval upon him. He lamented the
fact that he was without honor even
in his own community. He became
an itinerant preacher and gathered
about him for support only twelve
men of uncertain loyalty.

((In all those things which a man
is supposed to have in order to make
an impact he had none. Men of au
thority suspected him of sedition.
The Sanhedrin condemned him and
turned him over to the civil author
ities of Rome to be tried. He was
then condemned by a throng of ac
cusers ...

((He had flung no challenges, bro
ken no laws, formed no revolution
ary party. But he had taught a way
of life which undermined the way of
the world. Organizations had to show
their power; numbers (the throngs)
had to intimidate else they must
yield; force must be triumphant. It
was not ... Where there were once
but twelve disciples, there are now
millions."

The idea of Christianity has had
its rough times since initially con
ceived. It has been twisted, cor
rupted, perverted and distorted
but it still prevails, for at its core is
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a message of love and freedom. It is
not necessary to be a Christian,
though, to understand that a gov
ernment which represses the
Christian religion may also be re
pressing other ideas of value. The
advocacy of atheism is as much a
state-endorsed religion today as was
the advocacy of sectarian Christi
anity in the early colonies. Neither
practice is consistent with freedom.

The Stifling of New Ideas
Is a Suicidal Practice

Our nation will recover from its
nosedive into international oblivion
when it discovers that stifling new
ideas is suicidal. The world is slip
ping into the maw of socialism/com
munism because our leaders have
adopted tactics indistinguishable
from those of the Soviets. Who is to
blame for this disaster? We are. Each
and everyone of us. We took free
dom so lightly that we forgot to
guard it. We lost ourselves in an era

Albert Schweitzer

of hedonistic abandonment and left
government to the petty and en
vious. It is time for a change.

Men of foresight and intelligence
who are scrambling for gold, silver
and land to protect themselves and
their families from an impending
social crisis at least recognize the
desperation of our times. Material
assets are but insurance against di
saster-the most reasonable course
is to prevent the disaster if possible.
It may be.

Sophisticated intellectuals who
today are making snide remarks
about the next ttstone age" may not
be around to even witness that un
pleasant evolutionary possibility.
Our nation is now in an era of tran
sition which will shake many major
institutions to their very founda
tions. The idea of freedom is again
blowing in the wind, germinating in
fertile minds, proliferating horizon
tally and growing vertically. It is a
noble idea. I)

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

THE RENEWAL of civilization has nothing to do with movements which
bear the character ofexperiences of the crowd; these are never anything
but reactions to extended happenings. But civilization can only revive
when there shall come into being in a number of individuals a new tone
of mind independent of the one prevalent among the crowd and in oppo
sition to it, a tone of mind which will gradually win influence over the
collective one, and in the end determine its character. It is only an ethical
movement which can rescue us from the slough of barbarism, and the
ethical comes into existence only in individuals.



Willie E. Nelms

Winners
and

Losers

CRITICS of the free market are hard
to please. While they may applaud
the opportunities offered and praise
entrepreneurial effort, they frown
upon the person who gains success.
Charges of monopoly, price gouging,
and selfishness are leveled. Envy of
the competitor who succeeds in the
market leads to calls for higher tax
ation and confiscation of profits.
Many critics assume that the suc
cessful businessman must have
cheated in order to gain his reward.

Conversely, we find persons
equally critical of the leveling force
of the market which drives out of
business those who cannot compete.
This may have been the experience
of the critics themselves, or they
know friends who have failed in
business. And such a somber lesson
always raises cries about the cru
elty of capitalism and calls for
government subsidies for failing
ventures.

Mr. Nelms is a professional librarian in Virginia.
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In the final analysis, market crit
ics are satisfied with neither the op
portunities for success nor the pos
sibilities for failure. Instead, some
type of equilibrium is sought, where
all will be secure, where none can
fail. They ask, ~~Why must some
profit and others fail?" They call for
a system where opportunities for
great wealth may no longer exist,
but at least the possibilities for fail
ure will be eliminated.

It would be nice to live in a world
where no one fails. But a close anal
ysis reveals what a dull and impos
sible situation this alternative of
fers. 1f the chances for success and
failure are destroyed, the end of
progress and prosperity is inevita
ble. An examination of the market
process reveals the necessity for
profit and loss in a healthy society.

The incentive for profit and oppor
tunities for success encourage im
provements in life. This chance at
wealth is a strong attraction which
carries with it the possibility of loss.
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One is not available without the
other. In order to allow the maxi
mum degree of consumer satisfac
tion and productivity, people must
be free to succeed or fail. Protecting
us from ourselves will only inhibit
the satisfaction of all concerned.

Let's look at the profit incentive
for a moment. The prospect for
wealth encourages new people to
enter the market with new products
and new ideas. These entrepreneurs
consider the risks, often using all
their savings, and borrowed capital
as well, to begin an enterprise of
their own. Yet, they are willing to
take these chances for the opportu
nity of bettering themselves.

Even though the vast majority of
new ventures fail, the incentive for
profit still causes an increasing
number of people to compete in the
market. These businessmen offer
new products, new services, new
competition for the consumer's pat
ronage. The only way they can suc
ceed is by offering the consumer a
product for which he will willingly
trade other valuable resources.

The possibility for profit is the
reason that people like Henry Ford,
Cyrus McCormick, and Chester
Carlson risked .their own capital to
test new ideas in the market. With
out the profit motive, the world
might not have known the automo
bile, the grain reaper, or the inex
pensive photocopier. Taking away
the prospect for profit may soothe

someone's sense of envy, but it re
tards the development of new
products and diminishes consumer
satisfaction.

Another key feature of the profit
system is that it keeps producers
on their toes. Entrepreneurs are
constantly seeking new fields in
which they can maximize their prof
its. If they see a line of business
where profits are high, this is a key
for them to enter with a competing
product. In this manner, the market
encourages new competitors, which
tends to lower prices and to discour
age monopolies.

Our market critics often grant
that a «reasonable" profit is all right,
but that cCexcessive" earnings should
be taxed away and used to help the
less fortunate. In this argument,
they fail to see the real purpose of
profits. If a producer knows that his
earnings will be taxed away when
they exceed a certain level, he will
not strive to be more productive.

It should be clear that the profit
system is ofbenefit to everyone. Pro
ducers are given the chance to real
ize earnings, new goods are devel
oped, new jobs are created, and the
consumer gains a product suited
to his needs. Without this incentive,
why should anyone wish to risk
his time, labor and talent to enter
business?

But what about the other side of
the coin? Surely, something should
be done to prevent the thousands of
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business failures each year. Think of
the poor man who fails 'and is obliged
to sell out to a more successful com
petitor.

It is important to realize that the
market economy must be a profit
and loss system in order to function
effectively. The market insures that
those who meet the consumers' needs
will succeed. Competitors who do
not meet these needs will not be
able to continue in business very
long. This prospect of failure is a
stern reminder that efficiency and
productivity are required.. If failure
is not allowed, businessmen can be
come lackadaisical with the knowl
edge that they will not have to face
the consequences of their unproduc
tivity.

The· fact is that businesses fail
for many reasons-undercapitaliza
tion, poor management, inadequate
planning, just to name a few. The
market allows a means for the un
successful·competitor to liquidate his
business and to cut his losses. His
tory records many stories about peo
ple who failed in one area but were
able to realize success in other :fields.
The market afforded these jndivid
uais a means of selling their stock
and moving on to try their hand at
more productive ventures.

But why should someone benefit
at the cost of the poor businessman
who must sell out? In a market
economy, a person will trade only if
he believes it is in his best interest.

Thus, the man who goes out of busi
ness has the choice of continuing his
present line or selling his assets. If
he chooses the latter, it is because
he deems it to be in his bestinterest.
The buyer of his property is the one
person offering him the most attrac
tive deal.

The market provides signals for a
person to know when to expand or to
contract or to go into another :field.
If a business is consistently losing
money, this is a sign either to re
vamp the organization or to sell the
business. A person who ignores these
signals does so at his own risk; the
person who buys such a business
when it is offered for sale is actually
helping the loser cut his losses in
retiring from this segment of the
market.

The alternative to allowing busi
ness failure in the market is sub
sidy. We are all familiar with such
subsidies that have become a part of
the American scene over the years.
They require that people who are
productive and have met customers'
needs-plus consumers themselves
-must give part of what they have
earned to support the less produc
tivebusinessman. In this way, the
inevitable collapse of the subsidized
business is delayed, and the market
process is circumvented. Ultimately,
everyone pays for this inefficiency
with higher prices and a distortion
of the signals that the market is
sues.
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Whenever government steps in to
protect individuals from failure, it
hampers the working of the market
process. Instead of allowing the en
trepreneur to see that he must
change his practices to meet con
sumer needs, subsidies allow him to
dwell in a dream world, where fail
ure never comes.

In essence, what happens when
government enters the market is a
distortion of reality and the·.crea
tion of a vicious cycle. To insure that
no one fails, others must be ordered
to sacrifice the fruits of their labor.
To keep the productive from earning
their rewards, the incentive to cre
ate and develop new products-with
new jobs-is removed.

If our critics are concerned about
the plight of the small businessman,
they can best help by removing gov
ernment regulations which place an
oppressive burden on any small en
trepreneur. A variety of laws, from
building codes to zoning regula
tions, retard the ability of business
men to face the requirements of the
market.

The producer who risks his capi
tal and goes out to borrow from oth
ers to realize the goal of owning his
own business deserves better than
the present state of affairs. He gen
erates a product, for which people
are voluntarily willing to exchange
their own goods; he offers this at a
competitive price; he employs work
ers at a wage for which they are

willing to trade their labor; and he
adds to the overall wealth of his
community. In exchange, he is forced
to collect sales taxes, keep various
records for the government, observe
licensing requirements, and pay
taxes of differing degrees on his
earnings.

The profits earned are the seeds
from which progress grows. Profits
encourage efficiency of production
and the expansion of industry. Con
sumer needs are met as buyers are
allowed to purchase the goods they
wish in free exchange. Jobs are cre
ated, which help to meet the needs
of workers. All of this is possible
only through the workings of the
free market. Winston Churchill once
observed, UPrivate industry runs at
a profit and uses the profits to ex
pand producing capacity. Govern
ment industry runs at a loss, and
taxes the substance of the people to
pay for its inefficiency."

In reality, our critics who seek
equilibrium must understand that
such a state of affairs is both impos
sible and undesirable. Human na
ture dictates that we constantly
strive. The chance for profit must be
available as an incentive for men to
reach higher. Likewise, the market
records a loss for lack of productiv
ity and it affords the least painful
way for people to move from one
business to another. If profits are
not possible, we all lose; if failure is
not allowed, none of us can win. ,
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THE NEW CLASS?

THE late Richard Weaver, who wrote
a book to prove that ((i~eashave con
sequences," knew that the efficacy of
a concept often has nothing to do
with its truth.

To pick a most horrendous illus
tration, there is the Marxist theory
of the class war. The so-called di
alectic of the class struggle is re
sponsible for the Russian Revolu
tion, but if it hadn't been for Lenin's
professional mechanics of the arts of
incitement and propaganda Cagit
prop") the idea that the Russian pro
letariat was bound to take over
would never have become more than
a slogan exploited by a minority in
a St. Petersburg parliament.

Marx never intended to apply his
theory to backward agrarian socie
ties anyway. He elaborated it for the
industrial countries of the West. So
what happened? Instead of coming
to a revolutionary confrontation of
grasping capitalists and maddened
workers, the ((struggle" took an en
tirely different turn. As Eduard
756

Bernstein predicted in Germany,
workers became rich enough to con
stitute a lower middle class. To use
John F. Kennedy's figure, the rising
tide of affluence lifted all the boats.
The whole western society became
bourgeois; Labor Day became the
great middle class holiday, and May
Day was more or less forgotten.

Now, to fill the gap caused by the
failure of the Marxian idea of the
((final conflict" between factory own
ers and workers, we have the theory
of the so-called New Class. In our
rush to build what Daniel Bell calls
((post-industrial society" we have ex
alted a whole new tribe of symbol
manipulators-foundation employ
ees, research associates, teachers,
government regulatory bureau
crats, social workers, publicists,
communications experts and ((public
interest" lawyers. The symbol-ma
nipulators have status and make
good salaries. Their productive
((property," as distinguished from a
farm, a set of tools or a shop, con-
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sists of their. brains. In many ways
they certainly affect our culture and
our politics.

But taken as a group, do the sym
bol-manipulators manifest the co
herence of a class? B. Bruce-Briggs,
a former city planner and founda
tion executive, has addressed him
self to this question by inviting
twelve theorists, some of whom
would describe themselves as neo
conservatives, to provide tentative
answers to the question. The book
he has edited is called The New
Class? (Transaction Books, New
Brunswick, New Jersey, 229 pp.,
$16.95), and the presence of the in
terrogation mark in the title is quite
calculated.

Going to the census figures, Mr.
Bruce-Briggs discovers plenty of ev
idence that proprietorship has been
in decay and the role of salaried
managers and professionals has been
increasing. Meanwhile we have had
the growth of the health industry
and the swelling of unumber work
ers" (scientists, engineers and com
puter programmers). If we add the
((ballooning of academia, teachers
and college students" and ((the ap
pearance of well-paid federal offi
cials" to the managers, number
workers and health industry em
ployees, we have a sizable group.

Mr. Bruce-Briggs says that uone
deviant in a community is a trouble
maker, ten are a clique, a hundred a
club, a thousand a pressure group."

But what does it take to make a
((critical mass"?

Twelve Contributors

The twelve contributors to the
book are sufficiently unified to indi
cate there can be small explosions of
((critical mass" size, but none of them
seems willing to consider that we
are in danger of a New Class take
over. Sociologist Daniel Bell thinks
the New Class is a ((muddled con.,.
cept." Historian Andrew Hacker says
of the new symbol-manipulators that
they have larger vocabularies and
greater verbal facility than their fa
thers, but ((when all is said and done
they remain workers beholden to the
organizations employing them." As
((upper-level employees" they ((do not
constitute a class by themselves."
They are ((bit players who do not
even choose their own lines."

Nathan Glazer, considering the
legal profession, makes a good case
for the class consciousness of the
public service lawyer. And twenty
thousand lawyers work for the fed
eral government. But when you con
sider that there are two sides to
every legal case, you are compelled
to admit that lawyers live by fight
ing each other, which means there
can't be much lawyer class solidar
ity, either unew" or old.

For a moment in the Nineteen
Sixties, when the campuses were
erupting, Seymour Martin Lipset
thought there might be some Marx-
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ist class consciousness developing
among the professoriate. But he
notes that, despite their distaste for
the existing order, Uthe leaders of
the American intelligentsia do not
know what they want for a new so
ciety." Jeane J. Kirkpatrick, a resi
dent scholar at the American Enter
prise Institute, thinks the New Class
of symbol-pushers has ((second-level
stratum" importance in govern
ment. But they have not often
achieved uapex" positions, and she is
glad of it. (l\.s surely as a monopoly
of power or wealth is dangerous to
the rest ofus," she says, ((a new-class
monopoly on meaning and purpose
is incompatible with the common
weal."

Michael Harrington, a self-pro
claimed democratic socialist, thinks
Irving Kristol's hope for a ((neo-con
servative" response from the New
Class in favor of a free market is
deluded. He worries lest the New
Class should succumb to Fascism.
Kevin Phillips likes the New Class
tendency toward a ((neo-populist in
surgency," but he fears it will pro
voke a reaction of ((nationalistic,
majoritarian, work-and-productiv
ity-minded" people toward a
((strongman."

The ((modernism" of the New
Class, deriving from secular up
bringings that have de-emphasized
religious values, bothers Peter Ber
ger, who considers that disillusion
with ((repressive secularism" could

lead to ((fanatical retrenchments."
Everett Carll Ladd, Jr., acting direc
tor of the Roper Public Opinion Re
search Center, is Olympian, as be
fits a pollster. He doesn't claim any
proof of a class conflict between the
intelligentsia and the ((embour
geoised working class," but he sees
some differences emerging ((at the
level of activism." This, he says, is to
be expected.

Adversary Cultures

The best papers in Bruce-Briggs'
book are by authors who have lim
ited their aims. Aaron Wildavsky,
former dean of the Graduate School
of Public Policy at Berkeley, ex
plores the interest the New Class
has in preserving a no-or-little
growth status quo for their own elite
cadres. Norman Podhoretz, the edi
tor ofCommentary, describes the de
veloping battle between the ((adver
sary culture" and the neo
conservatives who have revolted
against the New Politics liberalism
of the McGovern years. Since both
the (~adversaries" and the neo-con
servatives are, roughly speaking,
~(new class" in their symbol-manip
ulating capacities, what Mr. Pod
horetz has to say points to a serious
schism in New Class ranks. It would
be relevant to conclude from this
that the fight for America's soul
transcends class limits.

Finally, Robert Bartley, editor of
The Wall Street Journal, investi-
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gates the sources of the anti-busi
ness clamor of recent years. Bartley
is specificity itself as he explores the
ramifications of the so-called public
interest groups that owe their exis
tence to ((Mr. Public Citizen-Ralph
Nader, Inc." Nader has been ((the
prime mover behind some thirty-five
books and reports," and is credited
with the passage of much anti-busi
ness legislation.

((Predictably," says Mr. Bartley,
((Nader has inspired a host ofimita
tors, founding not only his conglom
erate but an entire industry." So we
have the New Class isolated and
personified in one towering figure.
Mr. Bartley does not challenge
Nader's sincerity, but he thinks that
((Ralph Nader and Friends are some
times wrong" and that the upublic
interest" might often be better
served by umore careful attention to
a balance between benefits and
costs." Amen. ,

MAN IS MORAL CHOICE
by Albert H. Hobbs
(Arlington House, Westport, Connecticut
06880)
445 pages. $12.95

Reviewed by Tommy w: Rogers
IT IS the mystique of the contempo
rary social and behavioral sciences
that man does not have a nature; he
is infinitely malleable under envi
ronmental pressures ideologically

manipulated. Scant attention is paid
to the self-determining quali~ies of
human beings, the demonstrated
capacity of men and women to
choose, and by an act of will sur
mount environmental handicaps.
Human beings are material for the
planner, as the matter is viewed by
the ideology known today as liber
alism. Dr. Hobbs, a university pro
fessor of sociology and a historian of
ideas, traces liberal thought back to
its unsubstantiated assumptions and
prejudices. He has an expert knowl
edge of the relevant literature and
uses a devastating logic to expose
the fallacies.

Hobbs, acknowledging an intel
lectual debt to Edmund Burke's re
action to the French Revolution,
posits ((philosophical conservativ
ism" as an alternative ·to rationalis
tic-scientism/romanticism. The un
derlying motif in Hobbs' philosophy
is his belief in capacity for moral
choice, which is rooted in theneo
cortex-,-that part ofour brain which
has no analogue in animals. Since
stimuli-whether of external or in...
ternal initiation-can be facilitated
or inhibited on the neocortical lev
els of the· brain, human beings are
able to exert self-determining choice
over their attitudes and behavior.
((When we realize that the initiating
factor cannot be incorporated into
what we know to be right, we can
and should inhibit it so that it does
not become a cause of our behavior.
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To refuse to choose is also choice. If
we do not actively inhibit impulses
which conflict with what we know to
be right, our refusal to do so consti
tutes immorality."

Morality, Hobbs asserts, entails a
set of circumstances which requires
judgment.. Those sheltered by their
environment or their estate or oth
erwise insulated from temptation do
not earn moral credit for abstention
which would require sacrifice on the
part of others. Advocates of the ~~new

morality" would lead us to believe
that when we have fully adopted
their socio-political programs of eco
nomic redistribution, socialized
medicine, subsidized housing, and
universal education, the ills to which
the spirit is heir-alcoholism, so
called ~~mental"illnesses, family dis
ruption, and other indices of disor
ganization-will be resolved. Their
socio-political programs allegedly
will elicit the innate goodness ofman
by eliminating the things which
cause badness-social and economic
competition and guilt due to out-

moded notions of personal morality
perpetuated by bigots. Conserva
tives, by contrast, convinced that
the formulas of ~~social science" pro
vide an escape from personal re
sponsibility but not a solution to our
problems and that the socio-politi
cal programs which constitute the
~~new morality" are no substitute
for morality, insist that morality in
volves men, not measures; persons,
not programs.

Hobbs recognizes that people will
find it difficult to reject the seeming
certitude of science and the super
ficial clarity of rationalism which
offers them Utopia Tomorrow for
their society and Painless Panaceas
for their conscience today. The con
servative conception of man may
lack the sentimental appeal of ro
manticism and seems prosaic com
pared to the visionary utopian
promises of rationalism. But the
choice is ours, and when the choice
is a hard one there is often an ex
traordinary strength in ordinary
people to respond. I
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